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Executive Summary

This report summarizes the work performed and
the lessons learned by Westinghouse Electric
Company LLC as part of the Department of
Energy (DOE) Nuclear Power 2010 (NP2010)
Program. Westinghouse performed this work
under its cooperative agreement with DOE
(DE-FC07-071D14779) from April 2007 through
December 2010 and as subcontractor to the
NuStart Energy Development LLC (NuStart)
cooperative agreement with DOE
(DE-FC07-051D14636) from May 2005 to
April 2007. The work scope covers
Westinghouse activities in support of designing
and licensing the AP1000®1 nuclear power plant
standard design.

Under the cooperative agreement,
Westinghouse is meeting the following three
primary objectives:

* Substantially complete the engineering of
the AP1000 standard design (design
finalization [DF])

* Obtain U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) approval via a rulemaking
amendment for the API000 standard design
(design certification [DC])

* Support NuStart's efforts to obtain a
combined construction and operating license
(COL) from the NRC for the first AP1000

design project

All of these objectives are scheduled to be
satisfied by the end of 2011.

More importantly, DOE's overall goal for the
NP2010 Program itself- an industry decision to
deploy at least one new advanced nuclear

1. AP1000 is a registered trademark in the United States, of
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, its subsidiaries
and/or its affiliates. This mark may also be used and/or
registered in other countries throughout the world. All
rights reserved. Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.

power plant - is being satisfied by current
activities for API000 units at the Southern
Company Vogtle site and the SCANA
Corporation V.C. Summer site (a total of
four units). Although formal commitments to
proceed with the projects are awaiting NRC
issuance of the COLs later this year, the current
advanced state of licensing and construction
preparation at the two sites strongly supports the
expectation that the projects will proceed as
planned. The deployment of the first new
nuclear plants in the United States in more than
a generation will make the NP2010 Program a
major success for DOE.

©Southem Company, Inc. All rights reserved.

Figure 1. Vogtle Containment
Fabrication, November 2010

Vessel

Expanded Scope of Work

The final results achieved as a result of the
NP2010 Program have proven to be
substantially greater than were originally
envisioned at the start of the NuStart
subcontract. Initially, the Westinghouse scope
was to complete the DC rulemaking for the
API000 standard design (the NRC staff had
already completed its review and issued a final
design approval prior to the start of the
subcontract), complete the engineering of the
API000 standard design, and support NuStart's
efforts to obtain a COL as a demonstration of
the process. NuStart was not chartered to
proceed with construction of a plant, and it was
not clear at the time whether any other entity
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would make the decision to deploy an API000

plant after the demonstration project's
completion.

During implementation of the API000 design
DOE project, Westinghouse's activities were
impacted by a confluence of external forces:
financial incentives in the Energy Policy Act of
2005 (EPACT 2005); adjustments to the NRC
regulations, requirements, and review
processes; orders for AP1000 units in China;

and plans by several NuStart members to begin
safety-related construction immediately following
issuance of their COLs. DOE's flexibility in
working with Westinghouse to allow adjustments
to the schedule for engineering and licensing
activities for the API 000 standard design to
reflect these external forces was an essential
aspect of the project's success.

The financial incentives for new nuclear plants in
EPACT 2005 led a number of U.S. utilities to

pursue COLs for potential new plant projects.
Five of the utilities in NuStart submitted COL

applications (COLAs) for twin unit AP1000
plants on six different sites, not including the

COLA already being planned by NuStart. This

substantially affected Westinghouse's activities
on the APIO00 reactor project related to both
regulatory and design issues. To support review

of the large number of anticipated COLAs, the
NRC requested that COL applicants form

Design Centered Working Groups (DCWGs) for
each of the standard designs. NuStart formed

the DCWG for the seven AP1000 design
COLAs, which is the largest of the DCWGs by

far, adding to the complexity of Westinghouse's
efforts to support NuStart. Without the head start
provided by the NP2010 Program and the
formation of NuStart, it is likely that industry and
NRC efforts to respond to the incentives in
EPACT 2005 would have been delayed by 2 to
3 years.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Reviews

During the AP1000 design project, the NRC

instituted a number of important adjustments to
its regulations, policies, and guidance in

preparation for the wave of COLAs that were
anticipated. One of the changes to Title 10 Code
of Federal Regulations Part 52 (10 CFR 52)
provided for amending a DC, an action that was
not previously addressed in the regulation.

Since the API000 design had received its DC in
2005 near the beginning of the NuStart project, it
was originally planned that essentially all of
Westinghouse's licensing effort would be in
support of NuStart's COLA. However, after the
change to 10 CFR 52, it was agreed by NuStart,
Westinghouse, and DOE that Westinghouse
would apply for an amendment to the DC that
would minimize the number of issues remaining

to be addressed in the NuStart COLA, as well as
in all subsequent COLAs for API000 plants.

This would be more efficient and would reduce
licensing risks for all of the COLAs.

The AP1000 DC amendment was reviewed by

the NRC in parallel with the NuStart COLA,
which originally was for the Tennessee Valley
Authority (IVA) Bellefonte site; however, during
the DOE program, NuStart shifted to the COLA
for the Southern Vogtle site. Furthermore, the
NRC's review occurred just after the NRC had
issued a number of revisions to its requirements
and guidance for new plants. The NRC had also

substantially increased and reorganized its
review staff. Much of Westinghouse's work
scope under the DOE project that had been
categorized as DF was, in fact, needed to
support the NRC review. The engineering
schedule for the API000 design was
accelerated and routinely adjusted to ensure
that details needed to support NRC review

would be available when required.
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The most significant NRC review issue was
related to changes that were made in the
containment shield building design to address a
new NRC regulation requiring assessment of
aircraft impacts. Resolution of the issue included
further design changes to the shield building and
performance of a significant structural test
program. The NRC Generic Safety Issue 191
(GSI-191) on pressurized water reactor (PWR)
containment sump blockage was another

challenging issue that required a new set of
Westinghouse test programs to reach closure.

During the latter stages of the NRC review,
API000 design changes resulted from
Westinghouse DF activities; NRC review;
insights from NuStart members concerning
operability and maintainability; and feedback
from equipment suppliers, construction projects
in China, and construction preparation projects
in the United States. The NRC, NuStart, and
NuStart members all worked diligently with
Westinghouse to manage this activity and the
NRC review schedule.

portion of four API000 units in China on two
separate sites, Sanmen and Haiyang. With
startup and operation of the first API000 unit
scheduled for 2013, the China projects are
providing valuable construction experience and
lessons learned that will benefit the first API000
units to be deployed in the United States with
targeted commercial operation dates 2 to
3 years after the units in China.

Portions of the engineering activities for the
API000 standard design were needed to
support the projects in China. (Note: Although
the China projects used portions of the
engineering for the API000 standard plant,
none of the project-specific engineering for the
China project was performed under the DOE
project.)

Several of the NuStart members wanted to
begin safety-related construction immediately
following issuance of their COLs. It therefore
became necessary to accelerate the engineering
schedule to facilitate the following efforts:
provide sufficient design information to begin
procurement of long lead-time materials; support
construction planning; support procurement of
equipment; support the efforts by NuStart's
members to obtain approvals of state regulators
for their projects; and support negotiation of
engineering, procurement, and construction
(EPC) contracts, as well as the supporting
subcontracts.

These activities were not performed under the
DOE project; however, they did rely on the
underlying engineering and licensing work for
the API000 standard design and substantially
impacted the schedule needs. Very importantly,
these activities were necessary to fulfill DOE's
overall goal for the NP2010 Program: an
industry decision to deploy at least one new
advanced nuclear power plant.

Figure 2. Pouring of First Concrete at Sanmen
Unit 2, December 2009

Benefits Gained from Deployment

Projects

During the APt000 design DOE project, a
Westinghouse consortium was awarded
contracts to provide engineering and
procurement services for the nuclear island
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Lessons Learned

Following are some of the most significant
lessons learned during implementation of the
API000 design DOE project:

* The high level of design detail needed to
support NRC licensing and to support a
commercial decision to deploy a plant
creates a very high threshold for introducing
a new standard design. An investment of
several hundred million dollars is required.

" To deploy a new standard design in less
than a decade, the activities for DF, DC,
COL, and commercial contracting of the
initial units cannot be performed in series.
The activities must overlap and there will be

considerable interaction between them.

* The engineering schedule for the standard
design should be front-end loaded in the
deployment schedule in order to support the
high level of detail needed for the NRC
review and the start of safety-related
construction immediately following issuance
of the COL.

" Establishment of the NRC requirements,

guidelines, and processes needed to
support a wave of DC applications and
COLAs should be front-end loaded in the
deployment schedule and, if possible,
completed well in advance of the initial
submittals.

* A very strong commitment to standardization
within the industry, as well as between
industry and the NRC, is necessary to
minimize human resource needs, minimize
rework, and maintain the schedule for
deployment. Communication and
cooperation between all parties are also
extremely important.

" Initiation of an industry partnership program
by DOE (e.g., NP2010), in advance of

legislation that provides financial incentives

for deployment, can dramatically improve
the likelihood that industry will be successful
in commercial deployment of an advanced

new technology.

* Flexibility in the implementation of the
cooperative agreement between DOE and
the plant supplier (for DC and DF) is
necessary to allow the engineering and
licensing activities for the standard design to
adapt to external forces in the evolving
marketplace.

" Active participation by utilities that are
seriously evaluating commercial deployment
projects is the best means available for
providing input and guidance to the plant
supplier and ensuring that the program will
meet the needs of the marketplace.

Figure 3. VC Summer Unit 2 Excavation,
October 2010

Future Actions

At the end of 2010, the NRC staff was nearing
completion of its review of the DC amendment
for the API000 standard design and the COLA
for Vogtle, the lead API000 reactor project. At
the time of this report, the NRC's schedule calls
for completion of the rulemaking process and
issuance of the amended DC rule for AP1000
reactor in September 2011. The Vogtle and V.C.
Summer COLs are anticipated by the end of the
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year. Westinghouse will also be completing DF
for the AP 000 standard design during 2011.

During 2011, Westinghouse and Southern will

complete a limited-scope pilot activity with the
NRC to demonstrate the process for
implementing and closing out the inspections,

testing, analyses, and acceptance criteria
(ITAAC) that will be included in the COL.

Except for completion of the ITAAC
demonstration activity, DOE funding under the

cooperative agreement was exhausted during
2010. However, because the NP2010 Program
has been successful in leading to deployment of

the API000 standard design, Westinghouse is
completing the licensing and engineering
activities without the DOE cost-share.

In the future, Westinghouse and industry will
begin shifting focus toward the remaining
aspects of deployment that still must be
implemented before the first plants can go into

operation, including:

* Support of the NRC construction oversight
program

* Closure of all ITAAC before fuel loading

" Development of domestic infrastructure to

support fabrication, procurement, and
construction

" Implementation of lessons learned from
construction, startup, and operation of the
API000 units in China

Figure 4. Aerial View of Haiyang Site,
November 2010
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I Introduction

This report summarizes the work performed and

the lessons learned by Westinghouse as part of
the DOE NP2010 Program. Westinghouse
performed this work under the cooperative
agreement with DOE (DE-FC07-071D14779)
from April 2007 through 2010 and as
subcontractor to NuStart's cooperative
agreement with DOE (DE-FC07-051D14636)
from May 2005 to April 2007. The work scope
covers Westinghouse activities in support of
designing and licensing the API000 nuclear
power plant standard design.

Besides describing Westinghouse's activities
during the program, this report is intended to
address a number of issues, including lessons
learned, as requested by DOE.

The report is organized as follows:

" Section 2, Program Summary, discusses
Westinghouse's activities in the AP1000
design cooperative agreement in the context
of its role in the DOE NP2010 Program and
the overall industry effort to deploy new
nuclear plants.

* Section 3, Design Certification Activities,
summarizes the licensing activities related to
completing the initial DC of the AP1000

standard design and amendment of the DC
by the NRC in support of seven COLAs

submitted by NuStart and its members.

* Section 4, Design Finalization Activities,
summarizes the engineering activities
related to completing the AP1000 standard
design to a level of detail sufficient to
support the licensing process and

commercial decision-making process for
utilities considering deployment of API000
units in the United States.

" Section 5, Plant Cost Estimates,
discusses considerations in estimating
nuclear plant costs over the life of a

development program such as NP2010. It
does not include cost numbers for the
API000 standard design, because this

scope was removed from the DOE program.

* Section 6, Project Management, covers
issues related to the cooperative agreement
and interactions with DOE.

* Section 7, Lessons Learned, describes
experiences that provided significant
insights to Westinghouse and the lessons

learned from them.

Figure 5. Machining of APIO00 Core Shroud in
Newington, New Hampshire
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2 Program Summary

2.1 Background

Westinghouse has played a prominent role in
efforts to use nuclear energy for electricity
generation since the world's first commercial
nuclear plant at Shippingport, Pennsylvania, in
1957. Nearly half of the nuclear plants operating
in the world today employ technology originated
by Westinghouse.

During the 1980s and 1990s, Westinghouse
participated in DOE's Advanced Light Water
Reactor (ALWR) Program, a government and
industry collaboration to develop new reactor
designs that could take advantage of the
lessons learned from building and operating the
first generations of nuclear plants during the
1960s through the 1980s. Westinghouse's
efforts focused upon the development, DC, and
first-of-a-kind-engineering (FOAKE) for the
AP600 standard design. The AP600 reactor is a
600 MWe nuclear plant design that employs
passive safety features to simplify the
construction and operation of the plant, reduce
costs, and improve safety. The AP600 design
also makes use of advanced modular
construction technologies to reduce construction
schedules and costs.

By the time that the DOE ALWR Program was
completed in 1999, the economics of electricity
generation had changed substantially because
of deregulation of the power industry during the
1990s and the growth of inexpensive natural gas
as the predominant fuel source for new power
plants. Westinghouse immediately began
looking at the feasibility of uprating the AP600
design to a power level above 1000 MWe as a
means to restore economic competitiveness.

During 2001, a number of utilities were
interested enough in the API000 design to
participate in development of a business model
to evaluate the economic feasibility of deploying

AP1000 units in a way that could spread
first-time costs and risks over a group of plants.
By 2002, Westinghouse had developed enough
detail for the AP1000 standard design to enable
submittal of a DC application to the NRC. It was

not expected that Westinghouse would be able
to go beyond the DC phase without some form
of government assistance.

Meanwhile, in 2001 DOE organized a team of

participants from industry, universities, and
national laboratories to prepare a roadmap for
the actions necessary to support deployment of
new nuclear plants in the United States by the
end of the decade. The roadmap served as the

basis for the NP2010 Program, which DOE
announced in 2002.

In 2003, DOE issued a solicitation for a

collaborative government/industry cost-shared
project to do the following:

* Demonstrate the NRC's untested COLA
process in 10 CFR 52

• Obtain DC for the standard design used in
the COLA

* Complete sufficient engineering of the
standard design to support commercial
decisions by utilities on whether to deploy
the design

Westinghouse joined with a group of utilities and
another reactor supplier to form the team that
would respond to the DOE solicitation.

2.2 Value of the NP2010 Program

The AP1000 DC/DF project under the NP2010
Program clearly satisfied a need in the nuclear

community. Utilities were not prepared to invest
the hundreds of millions of dollars that reactor
suppliers, such as Westinghouse, needed to

develop detailed standard designs and to obtain
NRC certification that maximized resolution of
licensing issues. Nor were the utilities prepared
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to make commitments to place orders for new
plants. Although Westinghouse had committed

tens of millions of dollars to obtain an uprated
DC for the API000 design, without a stronger
utility commitment it could not justify

expenditures for the much larger program that
was needed.

The NP2010 Program prompted a substantial
number of utilities to form the NuStart
consortium. It also prompted the utilities and
reactor suppliers to commit to provide
substantial cost-share. Without the NP2010
Program, these detailed design and licensing

activities would have been delayed at least
2 years until after EPACT 2005 was passed,
which provided financial incentives and support

for a first wave of new nuclear plants, such as
production tax credits and loan guarantees.
Industry activities would likely have been

organized differently had the NuStart consortium
not been formed to implement the NP2010
Program. Without the formation of NuStart in
response to NP2010 planning, the number of
COLAs prompted by EPACT 2005 would likely
have been much lower.

2.3 Achieving the Goals of the

NP2010 Program

The primary objectives of Westinghouse's

cooperative agreement are to substantially
complete the engineering of the API000
standard design (DF), obtain NRC approval via
a rulemaking amendment for the AP1000
standard design (DC), and support NuStart's
efforts to obtain a COL from the NRC for the first
API000 reactor project. All of these objectives
are scheduled to be satisfied by the end of 2011.

More importantly, DOE's overall goal for the
NP2010 Program itself, an industry decision to

deploy at least one new advanced nuclear
power plant, is being satisfied by current
activities for API000 units at the Southern
Vogtle site and the SCANA V.C. Summer site (a

total of four units). Although formal commitments
to proceed with the projects are awaiting NRC
issuance of the COLs later this year, the current

advanced state of licensing and construction
preparation at the two sites strongly supports the

expectation that the projects will proceed as
planned. The deployment of the first new

nuclear plants in the United States in more than

a generation will make the NP2010 Program a
major success for DOE.

@Southem Company, Inc. All rights reserved.

Figure 6. Preparation for Construction at Vogtle
Site, March 2010

2.4 The NP2010 Program Role In

Addressing Industry Issues

The NP2010 Program gave the industry a head

start in addressing the issues needed to deploy
new nuclear plants. It provided a basis for the
utilities and reactor suppliers to work with
industry groups - including the Nuclear Energy
Institute (NEI), Institute of Nuclear Power

Operations (INPO), American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME), and many
others - to develop generic industry guidance
for licensing and deploying new nuclear plants.
The NP2010 Program also prompted NRC
action to update and revise its set of regulations
on the procedures for licensing new nuclear

plants (10 CFR 52), as well as other regulations
that would need to be addressed, such as
aircraft impact assessment (AIA). The NRC also
updated its guidelines for new plants

(e.g., regulatory guides and standard review
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plans), and even established and staffed a new
organization for licensing new plants.

The NP2010 Program allowed industry to begin
organizing and staffing the new infrastructure
needed to support design, licensing,
procurement, construction, and startup of the
new nuclear plants. This, in turn, allowed
subsuppliers to begin organizing and staffing
new organizations that would be needed to
design and manufacture equipment for the new
nuclear plants, including planning for expanded
or new manufacturing facilities.

The NP2010 Program also provided reactor
suppliers with sufficiently detailed information to
support negotiation of EPC contracts that
equitably allocated contractual risks among all
parties. (Note: EPC negotiations were separate
from, and not part of, the NP2010 scope.)

The NP2010 Program provided utilities with the
sufficiently detailed information needed to
support their efforts to obtain state public utility
commission (PUC) approvals for proceeding
with their deployment projects.

2.5 Accelerating Engineering

Activities

During the implementation of the NP2010
program, a number of issues resulted in the
need to accelerate the schedule for the API000

reactor engineering activities, make numerous
changes to the API000 standard design, and
increase the level of design detail included in the
standard design.

At the beginning of the NP2010 program, the
API000 DC/DF activities were intended to
support a single demonstration COL for a project
that might eventually be deployed by an entity
other than NuStart. It was also envisioned that
the entity deploying the first project might wait
until after the COL was issued before beginning
the procurement of long lead-time materials and

preparing for construction. Therefore, the
activities and budgets were back-end loaded in
the NP2010 Program, because previous DC
projects in the ALWR Program had shown that
the level of detail needed to obtain DC could be
managed by deferring some issues (e.g., by
using more design acceptance criteria [DAC] in
the DC). Similarly, the level of detail needed for
DF could be limited, since procurement
specifications would not be implemented with
suppliers until later.

However, after passage of EPACT 2005, the
nature of the NP2010 program changed. Five of
the NuStart members decided to pursue
six API000 design COLAs, in addition to the
one already being pursued by NuStart and TVA
for the Bellefonte site. (In addition,
Westinghouse received a contract to supply
portions of the APIOOO plant for four units in
China.)

Partly because of the milestone dates for the
production tax credit incentives in EPACT 2005,
each utility needed to begin preparing for
construction even before the COL is issued by
the NRC. This effort also accelerated the need
for design details to support long lead-time
procurements (such as reactor vessels and
steam generator forgings). Additional design
details were also needed to support negotiation
of the EPC contracts needed to support state
PUC approval of the new projects.
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Figure 7. APIO00 Reactor Coolant Pump
Manufactured in Cheswick, Pennsylvania

Furthermore, because the utilities were seriously
considering deployment projects, they became
much more heavily engaged in directing the
AP1000 design effort, increasing the level of
detail. The utilities pressed for a higher level of
standardization than had been envisioned during
the ALWR program, which required additional
DF effort. For example, the utilities wanted the
control room design for all API000 units to be
completely identical. As another example, they
wanted small-bore piping runs to be designed
and analyzed as part of the standard design,
instead of using field-run piping that could vary
from site to site.

Feedback from equipment subsuppliers during
the DF process and from China construction
activities resulted in the need for numerous

changes to the standard design. In addition, the
NRC was in the process of revising 10 CFR 52,
issuing new regulations (e.g., AIA), issuing new
review guidelines and standards, and increasing

the size of its staff to handle the wave of new
licensing applications. These new NRC
requirements also resulted in changes to the
standard design. During this transition, NRC
expectations increased substantially beyond that
anticipated regarding the level of design detail
needed to support DC and COL reviews. The
NRC found it difficult to conduct the DC and
COL reviews in parallel while trying to maintain
aggressive schedules.

As a result of the above factors, it became clear
that the activities and budgeting for the NP2010
Program needed to be much more front-end
loaded than when the program began. These
factors also increased the costs of completing
DC and DF for the API000 standard design.
Although DOE agreed to increase its cost-share
funding to the project in 2008, DOE also
stipulated that it would not fund further cost
increases. As a result, the DOE cost-share was
completed in 2010, even though the DC and DF
efforts would not be completed until 2011.
Westinghouse is concluding the DC and
DF efforts without additional DOE funding to
support the initial API000 design COLs and
deployments in the United States.

2.6 Deployment Activities

Following the NP2010 Program

The NP2010 program was intended to cover
licensing activities up to issuance of the DC and
COL, as well as completion of DF. However, as
was noted in DOE's Near Term Deployment
Roadmap, there are still important activities to
be completed before the first new nuclear plants
successfully go into operation.

In addition, a number of new regulatory
processes remain to be exercised for the first
time, including:

* Implementation and closeout of the ITAAC
on a schedule that does not delay fuel load
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* Implementation of an NRC construction
inspection program

* NRC approval of design changes during
construction

" NRC Engineering Design Verification (EDV)
audit

This risk of regulatory delay during construction
and startup was perceived to be large enough
by the government that EPACT 2005 included
the DOE Regulatory Standby Protection
Program to provide insurance coverage for
regulatory delays to the first six new nuclear
plants. However, this coverage is going unused
because the estimated fees to be charged to
applicants are considered prohibitively
expensive.

The Near Term Deployment Roadmap also
expressed concern about whether there is
sufficient manufacturing and construction
infrastructure (including training programs) to
support new nuclear plants in the United States.
Although some of the infrastructure issues were
partially addressed by implementation of the DF
activities, much remains to be resolved after the
COLs are issued and DF has been completed.

Figure 8. Manufacture of APIOGM Control Rod
Drive Mechanism in Newington, New Hampshire
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3 Design Certification
Activities

This section summarizes Westinghouse's

activities to complete the initial DC of the
API000 standard design during the first year of

the DOE program and to obtain an amendment
to the DC during the remainder of the DOE
program.

3.1 Initial AP1000 Design
Certification

Prior to the signing of the Westinghouse
subcontract from NuStart under the NP2010
Program in May 2005, Westinghouse had
submitted an application for NRC DC of the
API000 standard design based on an uprate of
the AP600 standard design that had received
NRC DC in 1999.

On March 28, 2002, Westinghouse submitted a
DC application for the API000 standard design

in accordance with 10 CFR 52, Subpart B. The
application included the AP1000 Design Control
Document (DCD) and the API000 design
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). The NRC
formally accepted the application (Docket

No. 52-006) on June 25, 2002.

The NRC staff completed its review of the
AP1000 design and issued a final safety

evaluation report (FSER) in September 2004.
Westinghouse completed the rulemaking activity

for the API000 DC under the subcontract from
NuStart. The NRC voted to approve the rule on
December 31, 2005, and formally published the

DC in the Federal Register on January 27, 2006.
The API000 DC was based upon Revision 15 of
the DCD.

3.2 Technical Reports

During 2006, Westinghouse began preparing

information that could be used to close out the

DAC in the DC to the extent possible and to

proactively address the COL information items
from the DC. At the time, there was not a plan to
amend the API000 DC, because 10 CFR 52 did

not yet provide a mechanism to amend a DC. It
was initially expected that all API000 design
licensing documentation would be submitted to

the NRC on the NuStart COLA docket.

Westinghouse prepared a series of technical
reports for submittal to the NRC. The reports,

each of which addressed a specific issue for the
API000 design, were intended to do the
following:

* Resolve specific COL information items from

the AP1000 DC

* Identify changes to the APt000 standard

design resulting from the DF activities

* Provide information on topics in the DCD
pertaining to the design process and
acceptance criteria

Meanwhile, the NRC initiated a rulemaking
proceeding to make a number of changes to
10CFR52. One of the changes being
contemplated was to include a provision in
10 CFR 52 that would allow for amendment of
an already-issued DC. As a result, by the time

that Westinghouse and NuStart submitted the
series of technical reports to the NRC, there was

an expectation by Westinghouse, NuStart, and
NRC staff that the reports could be used either
in NuStart's COLA or in an application from
Westinghouse to amend the API000 DC if

10 CFR 52 were changed.

3.3 Amendment to the AP1000

Design Certification

In the meantime, a number of the NuStart
members began informing the NRC of plans to

submit their own COLAs for potential API000
plant projects. It seemed highly likely that

several API000 design COLAs for NuStart
members would be reviewed in parallel or soon
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after the review of the NuStart COLA and the
application to amend the API000 DC.

Once it became clear that 10 CFR 52 was likely
to be modified to allow for amendment to a DC,
Westinghouse began discussions with the NRC
about plans for submitting Revision 16 to the
DCD to the NRC, with a request to amend the
API000 DC rule. The amended DC would be
referenced by the NuStart COLA and by the
COLAs of NuStart members. The objective of
the DC amendment was to close out as many
NRC review issues for the AP1000 standard
design as possible, address new NRC
requirements (e.g., AIA), and incorporate design

changes that were resulting from the DF
engineering activities. It was felt that closing out
the issues in a DC amendment would be more
efficient than addressing them in each COLA
and would reduce licensing risks for all of the
COLAs. Although the NRC had issued four DCs
under 10 CFR 52, this would be the first
demonstration of the DC amendment process.

Ultimately, the NRC did make the expected
revisions to 10 CFR 52 on August 28, 2007
(Federal RegisterVol. 72, No. 166, pp. 49352-
49401), and included a provision for amending
an already-certified design.

3.3.1 Application for Design

Certification Amendment and

Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Review

Westinghouse submitted Revision 16 of the
DCD to the NRC on May 26, 2007, before the
revision to 10 CFR 52 went into effect. The
application was docketed by the NRC on
January 28, 2008. The NRC staff shifted its
review from the technical reports that had been
previously submitted by Westinghouse to the
DCD itself, essentially in parallel with the NRC's
review of the NuStart COLA for the TVA
Bellefonte site and the COLAs submitted by
NuStart members.

During the NRC review of the API000 standard

design, Westinghouse issued Revision 17 of the
DCD to the NRC on September 22, 2008, and
Revision 18 on December 1, 2010. Each
revision incorporated information provided

earlier to the NRC in response to NRC
questions, as well as design changes
necessitated by new NRC requirements and the
AP1000 DF activities.

The DCD revisions also addressed a number of
the COL information items from the original
API000 DC and two of the major areas of DAC:
instrumentation and control systems (I&C) and
human factors engineering.

Approval of the DCD revisions by the NRC (and
the subsequent DC amendment rulemaking)
protects the information in them from further
NRC review and from further public intervention
for all of the COLAs referencing the amended
DC, since the opportunity for public input would
occur during the DC amendment rulemaking.

The NRC staff completed its review of the
API000 standard design amendment request
and issued its advanced final safety evaluation
report (AFSER) on DCD Revision 18 on
December 28, 2010.

Questions from the NRC staff to applicants are
referred to as requests for additional information
(RAIs). Approximately 2197 RAIs were closed
out in the three DCD revisions, as follows:

S

S

S

201 RAIs in Revision 16
901 RAls in Revision 17
1095 RAls in Revision 18

3.3.2 Formation of Design
Centered Working Groups

Five of the utilities in NuStart submitted COLAs
for twin unit API 000 plants on six different sites,
not including the COLA already being planned
by NuStart and TVA for twin units on the TVA
Bellefonte site.
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The AP1000 DC amendment is referenced in
seven COLAs for a total of fourteen units:

0

0

0

0

0

0

Vogtle 3 and 4
Bellefonte 3 and 4
Levy County 1 and 2
Shearon Harris 2 and 3
Turkey Point 6 and 7
V.C. Summer 2 and 3
William States Lee I I 1 and 2

DF was, in fact, needed to support the NRC
review. The engineering schedule for the
AP1000 design was accelerated and routinely
adjusted to ensure that details needed to
support NRC review would be available when
required.

The most significant NRC review issue was
related to changes that were made in the design
of the containment shield building to address the
new NRC regulation regarding AIA. Resolution
of the issues included further design changes to
the shield building and performance of a
significant structural test program.

This substantially affected Westinghouse's
activities on the API000 DC/DF project related
to both regulatory and design issues. To support
review of the large number of anticipated
COLAs, the NRC requested that the COL
applicants form DCWGs for each of the standard
designs. NuStart formed the DCWG for the
seven API000 design COLAs, which is by far
the largest of the DCWGs, adding to the
complexity of Westinghouse's efforts to support

them.

The API000 DC amendment was reviewed by

the NRC in parallel with the NuStart COLA,
which originally was for the TVA Bellefonte site;
however, during the DOE program, NuStart
shifted the reference COLA (R-COLA) to the
application for the Southern Vogtle site.

3.3.3 Significant Review Issues

The NRC review of the API000 design occurred
just as the NRC issued a number of revisions to
its requirements and guidance for new plants, as
well as substantially increased and reorganized
its review staff. Collectively, these changes
increased Westinghouse's efforts to prepare
licensing documents for NRC review and
AP1000 DF materials needed to support the
licensing documents.

The level of design detail required during the
NRC review was substantially greater than had
been experienced during previous DC reviews.
Much of the Westinghouse work scope under
the DOE project that had been categorized as

Figure 9. AP1000 Shield Building

The NRC GSI-191 on PWR containment sump

blockage and long-term cooling was another
challenging issue that required a new set of test
programs by Westinghouse to reach closure. It
also resulted in stringent limits on fibrous
materials allowed in containment.

During the latter stages of the NRC review,
Westinghouse needed to incorporate the
numerous API000 design changes that were

resulting from Westinghouse DF activities; NRC
review; input from NuStart members concerning
operability and maintainability insights; and
feedback from equipment suppliers, construction
projects in China, and construction preparation
projects in the United States. The NRC, NuStart,
and NuStart members all worked diligently with
Westinghouse to manage this effort.
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In November 2009, the NRC issued the generic
"Interim Staff Guidance on Finalizing Licensing
Basis Information" (DC/COL-ISG-011), which
specified criteria for identifying whether design
changes made during the NRC review would
have to be included in the DCD for a standard
design. After Revision 17 of the API000 DCD
was submitted to the NRC, Westinghouse

reviewed design changes to the API000
standard design in accordance with the
guidance of ISG-1 1 and incorporated those
design changes that met the criteria into
Revision 18 of the DCD.

3.3.4 Demonstration of Closure of

Inspections, Testing,

Analyses, and Acceptance

Criteria

Late in the AP1000 design project, DOE
facilitated a small demonstration project to test
the process for industry and the NRC to close
out ITAACs after the COL has been issued.
Westinghouse, Southern, and the NRC selected
a small number of sample ITAACs and are
working together to verify that both the industry
closure processes and the NRC verification
processes are reliable and efficient.

Southern and Westinghouse are simulating the
development of six ITAAC closure documents
and the submission of the associated ITAAC
closure notifications under 10 CFR 52,
Part 99 (c) (1). During the process, NRC
Region II participants are simulating inspection
planning and the documentation of inspection
results in the NRC Construction Inspection
Program Information Management System
(CIPIMS). Participants from NRC headquarters
staff in the Office of New Reactors (NRO) are
simulating the review of the ITAAC closure
letters submitted by Southern, and inspection
results are documented in CIPIMS. NRO is also
simulating the NRC's internal ITAAC closure
verification process. After the simulation has
been completed, the participants will identify

improvements that are needed in the industry
and NRC processes.

3.3.5 Completion of NRC Staff

Review

At the end of 2010, the NRC staff was

completing its review of the DC amendment for
the API000 reactor. Westinghouse and the
NRC staff supported a number of Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)
meetings on the amendment. As might be
expected, much of the ACRS's interest has
centered on the major issues that surfaced
during the NRC staff's review. The ACRS has
since issued favorable letters to the
Commission, and the NRC has initiated the
formal rulemaking process. Completion of
rulemaking and issuance of the API000 DC

amendment is anticipated in September 2011.

A more detailed description of the NRC staff's
review is provided in SECY-1 1-0002, which is
included as an Appendix to this report.
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4 Design Finalization

The objective of the DF activities under the
AP1000 design DOE project was to provide
sufficient information about the API000
standard design so that one or more utilities
could make commercial decisions about whether
to proceed with deployment projects.

4.1 Scope of Design Finalization

At the beginning of the DOE project, DF was
defined as follows:

* The scope of the DF effort is to include the
activities necessary to develop the
engineering design for the site-independent
features of the API000 plant to a level of
detail sufficient to define and confirm
credible plant cost estimates, construction
schedules, and design standardization
required for plant procurement and
construction at all potential U.S. sites.

" The level of design will minimize the
schedule and cost risk due to design work
that has not been completed by the time of
pouring the first structural concrete. The
effort includes preparing equipment
specifications; identifying, evaluating, and
preselecting equipment suppliers; and
creating the interface between the plant
detailed design and the selected supplier's
equipment.

" DF encompasses the required engineering
beyond that performed as part of the DC
and COLA process, and provides the
technical and physical baselines for
commercial standardization.

* DF does not include the following:
adaptation of the design to the specific site
on which the plant will be built, other than
the site selected for the AP1000 reference
plant; incorporation of as-built information

necessary as part of the normal construction
process; and procurement of plant
equipment and/or materials.

4.2 Summary of Design

Finalization Activities

Following are brief descriptions of the types of
activities needed to support DF of the API000
standard plant design. (Note: This is not
intended to be all-inclusive of the activities in the
DF task.)

Structural and Seismic Analysis

Westinghouse completed mechanical equipment
analysis and structural evaluations, developed
engineering drawings for concrete and steel
structures, developed design guides and criteria,
performed seismic and soil foundation analyses,
and conducted other design activities to address
the structural- and seismic-related design.

Engineering was completed to the extent
necessary in the following structural areas:

0 Structural mechanical equipment analysis
* Structural concrete and steel structural

evaluation
" Structural concrete and steel basic

0

0

engineering drawings
Structural design guides and criteria
Structural construction review

Westinghouse determined the structural
applicability of the AP600 design information,
and then completed the subsequent structural
and seismic analyses required to support the
API000 standard plant design.

This included the following:

• Soil-structure interaction and
analysis

* Load definition
• Structural software automation
* Structural general drawings

rock seismic

development
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0

0

0

Structural soil foundation analysis
Structural global finite element analysis
Structural design reconciliation and reports

The API000 design's ability to sustain large
commercial aircraft impact and possible terrorist
acts was also reviewed in detail. The scope
included:

* Defining potential attack scenarios
* Developing vital area barriers designs
* Evaluating the feasibility of conceptual

designs (construction and stress)
" Stress analyses
" Defining aircraft loading
* Simplified analysis methods
" Dynamic analyses
* Aircraft impact simulation
* Scale testing
* Mitigation of fire damage

Piping and Supports

Westinghouse performed much of the design
and analysis of the APIOOO design piping,
piping supports, and layout. This included ASME
Class I piping as well as non-Class 1 piping and
piping supports.

Instrumentation and Control

Development

The API000 design I&C system was addressed,
including the plant control system, display
systems, alarm system, computerized
procedures system, plant safety and monitoring
system, qualified data processing system,
nuclear instrumentation system, advanced rod
control system, diverse actuation system, digital
rod position indication system, operation and
control centers, and simulator. This effort
included development of the human-system
interface.

Equipment Qualification

Westinghouse developed equipment-specific
qualification methodology and documentation
requirements, prepared equipment
specifications and procedures, and performed
other activities necessary to support the
standard plant design.

Primary Equipment Reports

Westinghouse designed the reactor vessel
internals, reactor vessel, steam generator,
reactor coolant pump, pressurizer, and other
major components; performed stress and other
analyses as necessary to confirm the designs;
conducted design reviews; and prepared ASME
code stress reports for these components.
Similar efforts were performed for the core and
fuel designs.

For example, the pressurizer design effort
included preparing the pressurizer design
specification; preparing and analyzing nozzles,
manway, lower and upper heads, cylindrical
shell, support bracket, lower support pad,
trunnions, and heater well weld; preparing the
intermediate design review package; and
conducting the intermediate design review. The
scope also included preparing the ASME design
report, preparing the final design review
package, and conducting the final design review
meeting.

The following were designed and specified to
the extent necessary to support the standard
plant design: safety-related valves, reactor
coolant loop piping, integrated head package,
reactor coolant pump handling cart, passive
residual heat removal heat exchanger, control
rod drive mechanisms, polar crane, safety
vessels, squib valves, etc.
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Programmatic and Procedural

Tasks

Addressing the programmatic and procedural
tasks necessary for operating the standard plant
includes the development (with NuStart utility
support) of normal, abnormal, and emergency
operating procedures as necessary to support
the performance of control room human factors
testing and required verification and validation
activities.

Westinghouse prepared specifications for
preoperational and startup procedures; normal,
abnormal, and emergency operating
procedures; and other procedures.

Systems Design

Westinghouse developed the AP1000 reactor
systems design details, performed design
calculations, and prepared design
documentation including system specification
documents and process and instrumentation
diagrams for each system. As part of this effort,
Westinghouse prepared necessary inputs
addressing system design to the level necessary
for the standard plant design. Efforts included
system integration support and oversight for
development of the API000 unit's I&C design,
layout design, and component engineering
evaluation and verification. It also included
establishing and delivering plant and fluid
system interface information and directions.

The following types of systems were addressed:
auxiliary fluid; electrical; heating, ventilation, and
air conditioning; mechanical handling; nuclear
fluid; reactor cooling; steam and power
conversion; waste water treatment, and
radioactive waste.

Westinghouse also completed PRA work on the
standard plant design and developed the
standard API000 plant construction and startup
schedule.

Figure 10. AP1000 Control Room Simulator

4.3 Design for Modularization

The API000 standard design makes use of
modem modular construction techniques,
including both structural and equipment
modules. Modularization will allow construction
tasks that were traditionally performed in
sequence to be completed in parallel. The
modules for API 000 reactor projects in the
United States will be manufactured at The Shaw
Group Inc.'s new module fabrication facility in
Lake Charles, Louisiana, and shipped to the
plant sites, where they will be assembled into
larger assemblies.

Experience gained from module fabrication and
installation during construction of AP1000 units
in China is being applied to the design of the
modules for AP1000 plant projects in the United
States.

The techniques that are used for modular design
and construction are well tested in industries,
such as the petrochemical industry, and are
being adapted to the needs of the nuclear power
industry. Experience from other industries was
applied during the development of modular
layout standards and details. These standards
and details permit efficient and effective designs
to be developed, which in turn allows
prefabrication of plant components in a
controlled fabrication shop environment while
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site preparation activities are performed in
parallel.

Assembly of the individual structural modules
into the final structure is performed inside a
building at the site to minimize environmental
effects on the assembly process. Final
installation is performed after assembly at the
site. Smaller structural modules (such as floors
and leave-in-place structural formwork),
mechanical equipment modules, and piping
modules are installed after the major structural
modules are in place.

Shipping sizes are limited to 12 feet (height) x
12 feet (width) x 80 feet (length) and to weigh
less than 80 tons. If barge access is available at
the plant site, smaller submodules can be
assembled into larger subassemblies and
shipped to the site by barge.

4.4 Relationship of Design

Finalization to Design

Certification and Combined

Operating License

Application Reviews

During the NP2010 Program implementation,
the DF activities were performed essentially in
parallel with NRC reviews of the DC and COLA
for each standard design. Support of these

parallel activities added to the efforts of both
industry and the NRC.

If time constraints were not a concern, it would
be possible to consider a sequential process for
design and licensing, e.g.:

1. The NRC develops and publishes all
applicable regulations, regulatory guides,
safety-related plans, and resolutions of
generic safety issues needed.

2. The reactor vendor completes DF for its
standard design and prepares the DC
application.

3. The NRC reviews and approves the DC.

4. The NRC reviews and approves the first
COLA referencing the DC.

o Shaw Modular Solutions. All rights reserved.

Figure 11. Shaw Modular Solutions Facility

5. The NRC reviews and approves
subsequent COLAs referencing the
COLA and the DC.

the
first

0 Shaw Modular Solutions. All rights reserved.

Figure 12. Shaw Modular Fabrication

All mechanical, piping, and structural modules
are designed to be transportable by rail or truck.

6. Procurement contracts are negotiated
between the reactor vendor and the
subvendors supplying equipment for
deployment of the plants.
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7. EPC contracts are negotiated between the

reactor vendor and the utilities purchasing
the standard designs.

However, in reality there are substantial

interactions that occur between each of these
steps that require some degree of rework, no
matter how the steps are implemented. As a
result, the processes are often iterative.

All of these steps can be performed in parallel,
which is the experience of the NP2010 Program
and the API000 DC/DF project. This approach
is leading to the deployment of the first new

nuclear plants on a schedule that is many years

shorter than a sequential process would have

produced. It has also likely minimized the

amount of rework needed. Most importantly, it
has achieved the NP2010 Program's primary

goal of expediting deployment of the first new
nuclear plants.

WSouthem Company, Inc. All rights reserved.

Figure 14. Vogtle Module Assembly Building
Construction, November 2010

Figure 13. VC Summer Module Assembly
Building
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5 Plant Cost Estimates

5.1 AP1000 Plant Cost Estimate
Removed from Project Scope

At the start of the NP2010 project, NuStart had
intended to hold a down-selection between the
APt000 design and the other standard design

being considered by NuStart, before submitting
a single COLA to the NRC. A cost estimate for
the API000 design was to be generated to

support this process. However, during the
NP2010 Program, DOE restructured the
cooperative agreements with NuStart and
Dominion (which had already selected another
standard design for its COLA) such that NuStart
would proceed forward with a COLA for the
API000 design. Therefore, NuStart did not need

to perform a down-selection.

Meanwhile, a number of NuStart members
decided to pursue their own API000 design
COLAs, initiate the approval process with their
own state PUCs, and initiate negotiations with
Westinghouse for potential EPC contracts. As a

result, the detailed design and licensing
information for the APIO00 standard design,
generated under the NP2010 Program, was
used as input to the cost estimates prepared to
support these deployment efforts by individual
NuStart members. However, the preparation of

cost estimates and contractual terms for EPCs
was not performed under the NP2010 Program.

5.2 Factors Affecting Plant Cost

Estimates

The specific details and bases for current prices
in EPC contracts for API000 units are
considered commercially sensitive. The release
of any information regarding the pricing is
governed by strict nondisclosure provisions
between Westinghouse and the other parties. As
a result, Westinghouse cannot provide
information on current prices for the API000

plant. However, an explanation of the major

factors that have affected cost estimates for the
APt000 plant over the last several years is
provided below.

Before discussing the API000 design cost
estimates specifically, it is valuable to review the
nature of estimating nuclear plant costs in
general. The estimated plant cost for a new
standard design can vary substantially as a
function of time during the various phases of
design, licensing, construction, and startup until
the nth-of-a-kind plant has been constructed.

The EPRI Technical Assessment Guide 2

(TAG63) for evaluating different electric
generating technologies explains that much of
this variation during development and

deployment phases applies to any power
generation technology, not just nuclear energy
technology, because of factors such as the
amount of design detail that is available
throughout these phases. However, it should be
recognized that the potential magnitude of the
variation can be exacerbated by factors almost
unique to the nuclear industry, such as the
following:

" Long period of time that it can take to
complete the development and deployment
phases (more than 10 years)

" Even longer period of time that has
transpired since the industry last supported
new plant deployments (more than 25 years)

* Very stringent and still-evolving regulatory
process that promotes extremely high levels
of safety

" Large upfront investments that equipment
suppliers must make to develop and qualify
new designs for nuclear-grade equipment

2. Program on Technology Innovation: Integrated Generation
Technology Options. EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2009. 1019539.

3. TAG is a registered trademark of the Electric Power
Research Institute.
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" Highly complex process for identifying
financial risks in a deployment project and
implementing contractual arrangements for
allocating the risks among the various
parties in the project

* Substantial external financing that must be
arranged, including interactions with state
PUCs, because of the capital-intensive
nature of the nuclear power generation

under the ALWR FOAKE program. Prior to the
start of the NP2010 Program in 2004, the cost
estimate for an API000 plant was approximately
$1500/kWe (ovemight4 cost in 2003 dollars).
This estimate was based on a number of
assumptions, the critical ones being the
economic conditions at the time, assumed
scope, business model, and contractual basis
(including risk allocation) under which the units
would be provided. Very importantly, the
estimate was based on the status of the API 000
design as it existed at that time, including the
limited level of design detail and the limited
degree of input from potential constructors,
equipment suppliers, and utility operators.

5.4 Updating Cost Estimates as

the Design Progresses

Subsequent to the early cost estimates,
licensing and detailed design of the AP1000
standard plant have nearly been completed.
Therefore, Westinghouse's current estimates
are based on detailed specifications for the
equipment and specific vendor quotations for all
major items of equipment.

Additionally, the early cost estimates were
intended to be representative of an nth-of-a

kind-unit, with reduced construction schedules
as part of a significant new-build nuclear
program of identical units. The current prices in
existing EPC contracts reflect the fact that
these are the first API000 units to be deployed
in the United States, and the number of

contractually committed units is limited thus far.
Also, current price quotations are all being
provided in response to extensively customized,
individual utility specifications for the technical
and supply scopes, as well as the commercial
basis and risk allocation for the quotations.

OSouthem Company, Inc. Al rights reserved.

Figure 15. Preparation for Construction at Vogtle
Site, July 2009

As Admiral Rickover noted in his timeless 1953
speech about academic reactors versus
practical reactors, cost estimates naturally tend

to start low, early in the development phase,
because the difficulties to be faced in working
out the details are simply not yet known. This is
corroborated by the shape of the cost curve in
the EPRI TAG (shown in Figure 18). Cost
estimates need to be prepared and updated at
various steps during the development and

deployment phases; however, it is important to
recognize the project's status at the time the
estimate was prepared and the potential for the
estimate to change as the project progresses.

5.3 Early APIOOO Plant Cost

Estimates

Westinghouse's early cost estimates for AP1000
units were based on studies that stemmed back
as far as the cost estimates prepared for AP600 4. Overnight cost does not include escalation or interest

costs.
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Construction schedules and estimates are
based on extensive constructability reviews
performed by Shaw construction experts in

consultation with the Westinghouse and Toshiba

equipment and systems designers. These
reviews used state-of-the-art techniques such as

three-dimensional computer models of the plant,
as well as the latest information on construction
labor costs and productivity performance. These
detailed efforts identified a number of new or
increased cost items, as compared to those

assumed in estimates prior to the NP2010

Project.

5.5 Changing Economic

Conditions

Economic conditions have changed very
substantially since the start of the NP2010
Program. In addition to the amount of cost
escalation that would normally be expected, an

abnormally large increase in the costs of many
key elements of major, capital-intensive
infrastructure projects such as power plants,
refineries, and chemical plants has occurred
since that time. While overall inflation in the
United States (as measured by the implicit price
deflator for the gross domestic product)
increased by about only 20 percent, the North
American Power Capital Costs Index (PCCI)

shows that power plant costs nearly doubled
over this same time frame. The PCCI is a
proprietary measure of power plant construction
project cost inflation, similar in concept to the
Consumer Price Index (CPI), which has been
developed by IHS Cambridge Energy Research
Associates, Inc. (IHS CERA®)5 .

5. IHS Cambridge Energy Research Associates and IHS
CERA are registered trademarks of IHS Cambridge
Energy Research Associates.

Figure 16. Manufacture of APIO00 Core Barrel
Assembly in Newington, New Hampshire

In part, these cost increases reflect unique
circumstances associated with the substantial
increase in demand (and the resultant price
impact) for the types of specialized equipment,
engineering, and construction resources
required to support the high level of

infrastructure projects being built in North
America during this period. Also, a portion of this
cost inflation was reflective of the worldwide
impact of the increased prices of fundamental
commodities, such as nickel, copper, stainless,
and other specialty steels, and industrial
equipment, driven by the economic growth and
associated infrastructure-related construction
activity in emerging markets such as China.

During this time frame, the IHS CERA European
PCCI increased by approximately 50 percent,
demonstrating that a significant portion of the

cost escalation seen in North America was
reflecting worldwide trends.
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The combination of cost growth at rates
substantially above trend, very significant levels
of volatility in such fundamental economic
drivers as the price of oil, and rapid shifts in
foreign exchange rates and interest rates have
caused providers at all tiers of the supply chain
to have significantly increased levels of concern
regarding cost risk, which is then reflected in
prices. The long-term nature of capital-intensive
projects, particularly power plants and other
heavy industrial facilities, has led to significant
additional price increases as suppliers attempt
to address the risks arising from such market
volatility.

5.6 Changing Contractual

Relationships

Another major factor behind the increase in
prices is the result of the assumptions
surrounding the business model and contractual
basis that underpinned the original cost
estimates. The current contracting and delivery
model that has emerged since the start of the
NP2010 Project is completely different from the
contracting and delivery model that was used
when existing nuclear plants were constructed in
the 1970s and 1980s, in which the utility
separately selected the architect-engineer,
constructor, nuclear steam supply system
supplier, and turbine-generator supplier.

In contrast, current commercial contracts for
nuclear plants are based on a model in which
the utility requires the nuclear plant supplier to
take essentially turnkey responsibility to provide
all elements of the finished power plant,
including all FOAKE costs, licensing, design,
equipment supply, construction, and startup, on
a partially fixed-price basis, including much of
the cost escalation and currency adjustment
risk. While this contracting approach should
provide a substantially greater degree of
protection to the utility's shareholders and
ratepayers, it requires the nuclear plant supplier
to have a great deal more information about the

details of its plant design and licensing, along
with costs and schedule for procurement and
construction, when the EPC contract is signed.
This also means that the nuclear plant supplier
must include sufficient contingency in the cost
estimates to cover uncertainties and other
unknown factors.

Not surprisingly, the nuclear plant supplier
needs to flow these factors down to the vendors
that are supplying equipment, material, and
services to the plant supplier. This translates
into substantial entry costs for any vendor to
re-enter the nuclear supply business because of
the unique requirements of the nuclear industry.
U.S. suppliers are reluctant to make the needed
financial commitments to capital investment,
given the uncertain timing and magnitude of the
long-term, new-build program in this country.
Those who do participate must, because of the
uncertainty, include much or all of their FOAKE
costs in their initial supply contracts, which
significantly increases the costs for the earlier
units. Until a reliable, sustained marketplace for
new nuclear plants is established, these factors
both limit the availability of alternate suppliers
and increase the costs that they must factor into
their bids.

Besides helping to provide the more detailed
information and certainty that are needed for
deployment, the NP2010 Program helps to
reduce the FOAKE costs that must be recovered
in pricing the initial units. Because of this benefit,
it is easier for the nuclear plant supplier and the
utilities to overcome the higher economic hurdle
for the initial deployment projects.

5.7 Looking Beyond the First

Units

A number of organizations, including DOE's own
Energy Information Administration, have
published estimates of nuclear plant costs in
recent years. One analysis worth consideration
is the NEI publication on this topic, uThe Cost of
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New Generating Capacity in Perspective,"
updated in October 2010, in which NEI assumes
an EPC price range of $4000/kWe to
$4500/kWe for a new nuclear energy plant and
analyzes electric generating costs compared to
natural gas and coal plant alternatives. NEI's
analysis demonstrates that, even with nuclear
plants in this price range, nuclear energy can be
competitive with fossil generation sources.

provided in the EPRI TAG from which Figure 18
is taken.

Accordingly, Westinghouse expects that the
target price for future API000 units would
decline below the current range once FOAKE
impacts have been addressed, successful

experience has been demonstrated on the
delivery of the early units, and the nuclear
industry can reasonably forecast a sustainable,
enduring market for new nuclear plants (which
would support an effective, long-term supply
chain). In particular, U.S. government policies to
encourage the expanded use of nuclear energy
in the United States could have a substantial
impact on supply costs, since this would provide
U.S. manufacturers with the confidence to make
the investments required to either create or
expand the needed supply capacity. In addition
to reducing the cost of new nuclear units, this
would benefit the economy by creating U.S. jobs
in the near term.

Figure 17. Setting of Containment Vessel
Bottom Head at Sanmen Unit 1, December 2009

The cost to build future plants of a standard
design should decrease as the number of units
approaches the nth-of-a-kind unit because of the
learning curve that is applied from one unit to
the next. A good explanation of how cost
estimates can vary during the development and
deployment phases of a new technology (which
is not limited to nuclear energy plants) is
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Figure 18. Cost Estimate Curve, Development through Deployment

Source: Program on Technology Innovation: Integrated Generation Technology Options. EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2009. 1019539.

Figure 19. Cutaway View of APIO00 Unit
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6 Project Management

This section summarizes the
management approach for the AP1000
and discusses the interactions with
beginning with the solicitation.

project
DC/DF

DOE,

6.1 Earned Value Management
System

The DOE cooperative agreement with
Westinghouse required the implementation of an
earned value management system (EVMS) in
conformance with American National Standards
Institute/Energy Information Administration
(ANSI/EIA)-748. Westinghouse took action at
the time of award to develop and implement
such a system. Westinghouse chose the EVMS
tool PRISM from ARES Corporation to facilitate
the control and reporting of EVMS data. The
scheduling tool used was Primavera, and the
collection of actual cost was done through SAP.
PRISM provided the requisite reporting
capabilities of EVMS data to DOE, which was
done on a monthly basis.

During the NP2010 Program, Westinghouse was
awarded contracts to provide engineering and
procurement services for the nuclear island
portion of four AP1000 units in China. In
addition, several of the NuStart members
entered into negotiations with Westinghouse for
API000 reactor projects in the United States.

As a result of having multiple API000 reactor
projects dependent on information from the
standardized design, Westinghouse needed to
coordinate EVMS tracking of activities within the
DOE project scope with activities of other
projects outside the DOE project. It was
important to ensure that the costs were kept
separate so that DOE funds would only be used
to cost-share for the activities covering DC/DF of
the standard design and supporting the NuStart
COLA.

In the latter stages of the AP1000 DC/DF
project, it became clear that there would not be
sufficient DOE funds to cost-share all of the
activities planned. (In 2008, DOE capped its
cost-share level. Subsequently, Westinghouse's
estimate for completing AP1000 DC/DF
increased above DOE's cap.) As a result,
Westinghouse reported to DOE on the EVMS
status consistent with the scope of activities that
fell within the cost-share cap and were
completed during 2010. Westinghouse also
provided NuStart and DOE with a summary level
EVMS status for all API000 DC/DF activities,
which will be completed in 2011.

6.2 AP1000 Design Project

Milestones

At the beginning of the program, Westinghouse,
DOE, and NuStart agreed on a number of key
milestones to monitor the progress of the
Westinghouse DC and DF activities. On a
quarterly basis, Westinghouse issued reports on
the progress toward completing these
milestones. On an annual basis, Westinghouse
and DOE evaluated the status of the program
and identified any appropriate adjustments,
additions, or deletions of milestones and their
due dates. Table 6-1 provides a summary of the
program milestones with actual or anticipated
completion dates.

6.3 AP1000 Design Project

Participants

During the execution of the API000 DC/DF
project, Westinghouse contracted with a number
of companies to provide resources or services in
support of the project's objectives. The
companies, listed in Table 6-2, have made a
significant contribution to API000 design
through the provision of qualified resources to
augment the Westinghouse engineering staff or
the performance of specific design and testing
activities.
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Table 6-1. Project Milestones

Milestone Date

DOE/NuStart cooperative agreement and NuStart/Westinghouse subaward May 3, 2005

initiated with project kickoff meeting

Project execution plan developed per DOE interface and oversight agreement Sept. 26, 2005

NRC voted to support API 000 DC rule (based on API000 DCD Revision 15) Dec. 31, 2005

AP1000 DC rule published in Federal Register Jan. 27, 2006

Normal, abnormal, and emergency operation procedures necessary to support the April 10, 2006

second integrated human factors test completed

Seismic analysis report for soft soils completed April 17, 2006

First AP1000 design human system interface engineering test conducted May 26, 2006

First human system interface engineering test completed Aug. 8, 2006

Cost, schedule, and technical baseline approved by DOE Feb. 28, 2007

DOE/Westinghouse cooperative agreement project kickoff meeting May 30, 2007

API000 DCD Revision 16 submitted to the NRC May 26, 2007

All AP1000 design inputs necessary to support the COL application provided July 31, 2007

Analysis of API000 plant piping necessary to address COL information items July 31, 2007
completed

Human system interface engineering test completed July 31, 2007

Technical report addressing equipment qualification-related COL information items July 31, 2007
submitted to the NRC

Primary equipment ASME Code as-designed stress reports necessary to support July 31, 2007
COL application completed

Technical reports addressing fuel-related COL information items submitted to the July 31, 2007
NRC for review
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Table 6-1. Project Milestones (cont.)

Milestone Date

Technical reports addressing COL information items in Chapters 6, 9, and 10 July 31, 2007
submitted to the NRC for review

Inputs necessary to address PRA-related COL information items completed July 31, 2007

Construction schedule to the level of detail required to support COL application July 31, 2007
completed

All API000 design inputs necessary to support the COL application provided July 31, 2007

Turbine generator design specification, Revision A, completed August 7, 2007

Revisions to 10 CFR 52 on DC amendment process issued by NRC Aug. 28, 2007

Project cost and resource loaded schedule baseline established Oct. 31, 2007

List of agreed design finalization engineering reports completed Oct. 31, 2007

Analyses necessary to address structural/seismic COL information items Oct. 31, 2007
completed

Human factors engineering integrated engineering test plan completed Nov. 15, 2007

DOE independent review of cost, schedule, and technical baseline completed Dec. 31, 2007

Westinghouse application for AP1 000 DC amendment docketed by NRC Jan. 28, 2008

Plant design system structural model for CA20 module developed March 31, 2008

All design criteria documents (Revision 0) completed Dec. 15, 2008

AP1000 DCD Revision 17 submitted to the NRC Sept. 22, 2008

Second human factors engineering integrated engineering test completed Nov. 14, 2008

Auxiliary fluid systems preliminary design (Revision 0) completed Nov. 30, 2008

Reactor coolant pump final design review addenda completed Nov. 20, 2008

Control rod drive mechanism final design review completed March 26, 2009
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Table 6-1. Project Milestones (cont.)

Milestone Date

Mechanical modules and verification within plant design system building model March 31, 2009
finalized

Equipment design specifications (Revision 0) for auxiliary heat exchangers April 22, 2009

completed

Squib valve intermediate design review completed June 23, 2009

Reactor vessel final design review completed Sept. 4, 2009

Steam generator final design review completed Sept 23, 2009

Accumulator final design review completed Sept. 25, 2009

Reactor vessel integrated head package final design review completed Sept. 25, 2009

Polar crane final design review completed Oct 23, 2009

Passive residual heat removal heat exchanger final design review completed Nov. 19, 2009

All electrical component design specifications completed Jan. 13, 2010

Complete pressurizer final design review completed March 15, 2010

Core makeup tank final design review completed March 30, 2010

Squib valve functional test report and final design review completed July 14, 2010

Final design review for the reactor coolant system completed Oct 29, 2010

AP1000 DCD Revision 18 submitted to the NRC Dec.1, 2010

Final design reviews for all nuclear systems completed Dec. 8, 2010

AFSER on DCD Revision 18 issued by NRC Dec.28, 2010

Anticipated NRC issuance of FSER April 2011

Anticipated issuance of AP1000 DC amendment Sept. 2011
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Table 6-2. AP1000 Design Project Participants

Alion Science & Technology Corporation

Amit Varma & Associates

Anatech Corporation

ARES Corporation

Ansaldo Nucleare s.p.a.

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company N.V.

Curtiss-Wright Electro-Mechanical Corporation

Curtiss-Wright Flow Control Company (Trentec)

Enercon Services, Inc.

MMI Engineering - A Geosyntec Company

EnergySolutions, Inc.

Equipment & Controls, Inc.

GAI Consultants, Inc.

General Dynamics/Electric Boat Division

GForce Engineering & Technology, Inc.

Hatch Associates Consultants, Inc.

High Bridge Associates, Inc.

Holtec International, Inc.

Korea Power Engineering Company, Inc.

MPR Associates, Inc.

NC Consulting Inc. - Design Engineering Services

NuVision Engineering, Inc.

Obayashi Corporation

Oregon State University

Polestar Applied Technology, Inc.

Purdue University

Siemens Energy & Automation, Inc.

Southern Nuclear Development Company

SPX Corporation - Process Equipment

SSM Industries, Inc.

The Shaw Group Inc./Stone & Webster, Inc.

Tioga Pipe Supply Company, Inc.

Toshiba Corporation
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6.4 Interactions with DOE

After issuing a solicitation to utilities for early site
permits under the NP2010 Program, DOE
planned to issue a solicitation to reactor vendors
for DC and DF of standard nuclear plant
designs, followed by a solicitation to utilities for
combined COLs. To ensure that utilities would
go ahead with COL programs before DOE
committed funds to the DC and DF programs,
DOE modified its plans to instead issue a single
solicitation for DC, DF, and COL combined. The
projects were intended to be a demonstration of
the COL process that was being implemented
for the first time and provide enough detailed
information for the standard designs to support
commercial decisions by utilities on whether to
proceed with deployment of a project. This
solicitation prompted the formation of NuStart.

After awards were made under the NP2010
Program, Congress passed EPACT 2005, which

provided incentives for nuclear plant
deployments. Five of the NuStart members
decided to pursue six API000 plant COLAs in
addition to the one already being pursued by
NuStart and TVA for the Bellefonte site. In
addition, Westinghouse received a contract to
supply portions of the API000 plants for four
units in China. Meanwhile, the NRC was revising
and updating regulations and guidance for
licensing new plants.

These events resulted in the need to adjust the
schedule for engineering activities in the
API000 design DOE project while the program
was being carried out. DOE's flexibility in
accommodating these changes was essential to
the program's success. It was particularly
important that DOE recognized that the ultimate
goal of the NP2010 program was to facilitate
industry decisions to deploy new nuclear plants
in the United States, and not simply to
demonstrate the DC, DF, and COL processes.

As with many multi-year DOE cooperative
agreements, DOE funding was subject to the
availability of annual appropriations, which
created a degree of uncertainty as to whether
full funding would be available each year to
support the work scope specified in the
cooperative agreements. Although some
research projects might be able to
accommodate DOE funding shortfalls in a
particular year by simply delaying work scope
and stretching the overall schedule, projects
involving NRC review activities are not so easily
adjusted. Fortunately, the APt000 DC and DF
project did not experience any delays because
of the annual appropriations process.
Westinghouse was able to inventory costs (at its
own risk), and thus be flexible in the timing of
DOE funds during the project because of other
activities related to deployment of the API000
design (such as the AP1000 plant projects in
China and the negotiation of EPC contracts in
the United States).

During the NRC review of ITAACs in the
AP1000 DC amendment and COLA, DOE
recognized that uncertainties would remain after
issuance of the COL when it came time for the
NRC to approve closure of the ITAACs. As a
result, DOE was proactive in initiating a small
demonstration activity for Westinghouse,
Southern, and NRC staff to perform a set of
tabletop exercises to test the interactions in
closing a small sample set of ITAACs. This
activity will be completed in 2011 and should
help industry and the NRC to be better prepared
to process ITAAC closures during the
construction and startup phases.

After the NP2010 Program participants identified

increased costs for completing the program,
DOE agreed to increase its cost-share funding
to the project in 2008; however, DOE also
stipulated that it would not cost-share in any
further cost increases.
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Except for completion of the ITAAC
demonstration activity, the DOE cost-share for
API000 DC and DF was exhausted in 2010,
even though the DC and DF efforts will not be
completed until 2011. Westinghouse is
completing the DC and DF efforts without DOE
funding during the last year because of
Westinghouse's EPC commitments to support
the initial APt000 plant deployments in the
United States. Thus, DOE will still achieve its
ultimate goal for the NP2010 program - initiating
deployment of new nuclear plants in the United
States - without having to fully cost-share on all
of the DC and DF activities that will ultimately be
necessary.

6.5 Structure of NP2010 Program

and Awards

Overall, the use of cooperative agreements in
the NP2010 program was very effective. The
DOE cost-share provided the incentive that was
necessary for industry to commit the resources
and its matching cost-share to proceed with the
DC/DF projects, well in advance of the
incentives offered in EPACT 2005. Industry cost-
sharing also provided a basis for DOE to
approve patent waiver requests, which were
essential for reactor vendors to agree to proceed
with the projects. DOE participation, along with
NuStart, in the management of DC/DF activities
in the cooperative agreements ensured that the
activities provided generic benefits to the entire
industry.

The NP2010 Program solicitation's requirement
that DC/DF activities for the standard design be
linked to COLAs likely played a major role in the
program's success by ensuring utility oversight,
involvement, and commitment to the program.
The solicitation resulted in reactor vendor

DC/DF activities being performed as
subcontracts to the utility awards. However,
combining the DC/DF activities and the COL
activities into a single solicitation delayed the
start of DC/DF activities until DOE and the

utilities were prepared to proceed with the COL

solicitation. It may have been more efficient if
the reactor vendors had been given a head start
in initiating the DC activities before beginning
the COLA activities, even though much of the
NRC's reviews of the DC and COL applications
might still overlap.

During the NP 2010 Program, DOE restructured
the projects such that each reactor vendor's
DC/DF project was in a direct cooperative

agreement with DOE. Each reactor vendor also
entered into an agreement with NuStart to
continue with the same support to NuStart as
previously provided under the original
subcontract. However, the direct cooperative
agreement with DOE ensured that each reactor
vendor's DC/DF project would continue to
completion and under direct DOE management.
It also provided each reactor vendor with the
flexibility to adjust the schedule for engineering
activities as needed to support commercial
deployment decisions by individual utilities.

For future DOE solicitations, a possible
improvement might be to allow reactor vendors
to submit DC/DF proposals that are separate
from, and earlier than, the utilities' COL
proposals, but require that the proposals be
linked at some point. This could allow an earlier
start to the DC/DF activities for the standard
designs and avoid the need for restructuring the
cooperative agreements later.
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7 Lessons Learned

The following tables provide a summary of the
insights gained from experiences during the
project relative to the expectations that existed
when the NP2010 Program began. The purpose

of identifying them here is to enable future
programs to benefit from the knowledge gained

though these lessons learned. Where possible,
the lessons learned have already been applied

by industry and the NRC during the remainder of
the NP2010 Program.

Figure 20. Aerial View of Haiyang Site,
December 2010

Figure 21. Setting of Containment Vessel Ring
Number 4 at Sanmen Unit 1, December 2010
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Lessons Learned Related to the Program Summary (Section 2)

Number Insights Lessons Learned

2-1 Completing the design and licensing The high level of design detail needed to
before construction of a plant begins (via support NRC licensing and to support a
DF, DC, and COL) has substantially commercial decision to deploy a plant creates
reduced the risks of schedule delays and a very high threshold for introducing a new
cost overruns during construction, which standard design. An investment of several
is a prerequisite for utilities to make a hundred million dollars is required.
decision to proceed with construction of a
new nuclear plant. However, it also
significantly increases the upfront
investment that is required to introduce a
new standard design in the U.S.
marketplace.

2-2 There were frequent interactions between To deploy a new standard design in less than a
the processes (being performed in decade, the activities for DF, DC, COL, and
parallel) for completing the DF, DC, and commercial contracting of the initial units
COL activities, as well as accommodating cannot realistically be performed in sequence,
feedback from construction and even though this may seem to be the ideal.
procurement activities. This led to The activities will overlap and there will be
occasional observations that it would be considerable interaction between them.
better to perform processes in sequence
rather than in parallel.

2-3 There were frequent interactions between A very strong commitment to standardization
the reactor vendor, individual utilities, within the industry, as well as between industry
DCWG, NEI, Nuclear Power Oversight and the NRC, is necessary to minimize human
Committee, INPO, NRC, EPRI, ASME, resource needs, minimize rework, and maintain
and others in order to develop guidance the schedule for deployment. Communication,
and resolutions to issues as generically cooperation, and clear buy-in between all
as possible, promote standardization, parties are also extremely important.
share experiences, and minimize overall
resource needs.

2-4 The NP2010 Program prompted industry Initiation of an industry partnership program by
to organize (e.g., formation of NuStart), DOE (e.g., NP2010), in advance of legislation
begin planning and preparation for new that provides financial incentives for
nuclear plant deployment activities (e.g., deployment, can dramatically improve the
NEI New Plant Working Group activities), likelihood that industry will be successful in
and begin working with the NRC to commercial deployment of an advanced new
establish requirements and detailed technology.
guidance for licensing new plants at least
2 years sooner than would have occurred
if industry waited for passage of EPACT
2005. This head start profoundly
impacted industry's ability to react to
EPACT 2005 incentives.
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Number Insights Lessons Learned

2-5 External factors (e.g., NRC review, Flexibility in the implementation of the
interaction with construction projects in cooperative agreement between DOE and the
China, and support of deployment plans plant supplier (for DC and DF) is necessary to
by several NuStart members) required allow the engineering and licensing activities
adjustments to (and acceleration of) the for the standard design to adapt to external
engineering schedule, and eventually forces in the evolving marketplace.
increased the work scope. Recognizing
the importance of these adjustments to
achieve the goal of a decision by industry
to proceed with deployment, DOE was
very cooperative in allowing adjustments
during the project.

2-6 Active engagement of NuStart and Active participation by utilities that are seriously
individual members of NuStart in the evaluating commercial deployment projects is
AP1000 design engineering and licensing the best means available for providing input
activities throughout the process has and guidance to the plant supplier, obtaining
been extremely valuable in ensuring that buy-in, and ensuring that the program will meet
the end product meets the needs of the the needs of the marketplace.
marketplace.

2-7 The NRC expected a much greater level For any part of the design scope that is
of detail in plant design for review of the remotely related to the DC application, the
API000 plant DC amendment application engineering schedule and budget should be
than was provided for the NRC review of front-end loaded in the DC and DF program to
the original AP1000 plant DC application, support the NRC review and audits.
In addition, Westinghouse sought to
close as many licensing issues as
possible under the DC amendment to
minimize the number of issues to be
addressed in the COLAs, which added to
the detail and review cycle.

2-8 Utilities wanted to start safety-related Engineering schedule and budget planning
construction immediately after issuance should reflect a utility's plans for start of
of the COL, which required that some of safety-related construction relative to COL
engineering work needed to be issuance.
accelerated in the DC and DF program
schedule (e.g., to support procurement of
long lead-time materials such as reactor
vessel forgings).

2-9 Because of the lack of new plant orders Budget and schedule planning for the project
for more than 20 years, companies must consider the complexities that result from
involved in the DF project (as well as the following:
companies supporting them) needed to
increase the sizes of their engineering, The impact of growing the organization
licensing, and procurement organizations (including management structure and
substantially during the performance of employee training) in each company while
the project. This made the project performing the work scope in parallel
significantly more complex than it would * Managing the interfaces between the
have been if the organizations were companies participating in the DF project
already staffed and functioning.
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Number Insights Lessons Learned

2-10 Input from multiple utilities pursuing Utilities and the reactor vendor need to
COLs for the same standard design develop and implement a process for achieving
sometimes reflected differing consensus on a single solution for decisions on
perspectives about the most desirable engineering and licensing issues for the
solutions for engineering and licensing standard design that does not delay first
issues for the standard design, projects.
depending on the schedule for their
individual COL, to support start of
construction. Those perspectives had to
be reconciled among utilities and the
reactor vendor to achieve a single
solution that did not delay the first
deployment projects.

2-11 Performance of work scope in the DC Engineering schedule and budget should allow
and DF project by utilities and the reactor for interactions with industry groups to support
vendor often identified the need for generic industry activities, promote
activities by industry groups (e.g., NEI, standardization, and encourage sharing of
INPO, ASME, EPRI, and others) to experience and lessons learned, since such
develop generic industry guidance; interactions can impact schedule and budget.
coordinate with other DC, DF, and COL
projects; and, in some cases, interact
with regulators. Information from the DC
and DF project was helpful in preparing
the generic guidance.

2-12 To start safety-related construction Engineering schedule and budget planning
immediately after issuance of COL, should consider the utilities' schedules and
utilities needed to enter into EPC plans for seeking PUC approvals and
contracts prior to COL issuance in order negotiating EPC contracts.
to support reviews by state PUCs and to
support applications for DOE loan
guarantees. This required that
engineering work that might affect
contractual issues be accelerated.

2-13 During the design process, utilities often Engineering schedule and budget planning
provided feedback about how operation should include extensive interactions with
of the plant could be improved by design utilities and implementation of feedback
changes, which sometimes impacted the affecting the standard design, since such
DC and DF program budget and interactions can impact schedule and budget.
schedule.

2-14 Fabrication and construction activities for Engineering schedule and budget planning
overseas projects on earlier deployment should allow for extensive feedback from
schedules than the U.S. projects (thus, in ongoing projects that are being deployed on
parallel with the DC and DF program) earlier schedules.
often provided feedback that required
design changes, which impacted the DC
and DF program budget and schedule.
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Number Insights Lessons Learned

2-15 The industry and NRC process for Although the NP2010 Program considered the
closing ITAACs, which ensures the licensing process to have been demonstrated
construction projects will not be delayed, at the issuance of the first COL for the
was not fully developed and standard design, there is still significant risk to
demonstrated during the DC and DF the construction and startup schedule for the
project. The risk of regulatory delays first projects of a standard design that could
during construction and startup for the result from the still unproven regulatory
first projects of the standard design could process for closure of ITAACs. Government
be significant, especially if there is a and industry still need to demonstrate the
bottleneck in closure of ITAACs just entire ITAAC closure process for the first units.
before the NRC must issue its finding that Such an effort should also include
allows fuel load. The small ITAAC demonstration of a program to support NRC
demonstration exercise performed near oversight of construction inspection.
the end of the NP2010 Program only
scratched the surface of this issue.

2-16 Besides feedback that was incorporated Government and industry should develop and
in the DC/DF activities, fabrication and implement a program for proactively identifying
construction activities for overseas and collecting lessons-learned data on one
projects and the initial U.S. projects are project and applying the lessons learned to
also providing lessons learned that could future projects.
be applied to future U.S. projects.

2-17 Because of high hurdles to entering the The availability of adequate infrastructure to
nuclear supply market and uncertainty support initial deployments in the United States
about prospects for follow-on sales to was not directly addressed by the NP2010
future projects, the number of qualified, Program. A follow-on program by government
competitive equipment suppliers was and industry could accelerate efforts by
limited (particularly in the United States). potential equipment suppliers to enter the
This limited the amount of feedback on market. This could increase competition,
the standard plant design and likely reduce plant cost estimates, provide additional
increased plant cost estimates for the first feedback for improving the standard design,
wave of projects. It also may have and reduce risks of schedule delays from an
delayed capital investments and hiring by inadequate supplier base.
potential equipment suppliers. II

Figure 22. Twin Unit AP1000 Plant
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Lessons Learned Related to Design Certification (Section 3)

Number Insights Lessons Learned

3-1 The NRC issued revisions to 10 CFR 52, There should be an effort to identify and revise
other regulations, regulatory guides, and as necessary any related regulations and
standard review plans after the start of guidance that might affect the DC and DF
the DC and DF program and after program as early as possible.
preparation of design and licensing R
documents was initiated. This required ecognizing that there will inevitably still be
changes to the DC/DF program plans, some regulation and guidance changes duringincluding budget and schedule and the DC and DF program, the engineering
rework. budget and schedule planning should take thisinto account.

3-2 EPACT 2005 prompted a number of Processes for coordinating support of multiple
utilities to submit COLAs in parallel with parallel reviews (e.g., DCWGs) are needed to
the demonstration COLA. This required manage resources of the reactor vendors,
support of multiple, parallel COLA utilities, and NRC.
reviews, as well as review of the DC
amendment in parallel with the COLAs,
including the demonstration COLA (which
became the R-COLA). As a result, this
increased complexity for the reactor
vendor, utilities, and the NRC.

3-3 The NRC interactions with safety It is important to consider and plan for parallel
regulators in other countries who were or overlapping safety reviews of the same
also reviewing the standard design standard design by multiple regulators in order
resulted in new NRC questions and to avoid unnecessary regulatory-driven
issues raised late in the review process, schedule delays and unnecessary regulatory
which likewise occurred in other variations from a single standard design for
countries. each country.

3-4 The DCWG has been a very effective Project planning should include formation of a
means for the following: DCWG and the activities that will be needed to

coordinate between the NRC, DC applicant,
" Coordinating regulatory issues and and COLA applicants. This will require

processes between the NRC, the DC substantial resources to implement, but should
applicant for the standard design, benefit future deployment projects by
and all of the COL applicants using minimizing the risks of schedule delays and by
the standard design maximizing standardization.

" Maximizing standardization of the
design, as well as between the
COLAs

* Avoiding schedule delays during the
review

3-5 NEI played a very important role in Project planning should include activities for
representing industry during interactions interacting with NEI on regulatory issues,
with the NRC for regulatory issues, processes, and policies that can be addressed
processes, and policies that were generically.
applicable to more than a single DCWG.
This also maximized standardization
across the industry, e.g., across multiple
standard designs.
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Number Insights Lessons Learned

3-6 Frequent communications between NRC It is important to establish and maintain
management and the applicant's frequent communication between NRC
management (at multiple levels) were management and the applicant's management
extremely important in quickly resolving to track and prioritize closure of issues on
issues and maintaining review schedules, schedule.
especially during the latter phases of the
review, when there were multiple NRC
issues to track and close.

3-7 During the API000 DC amendment Prior to reviewing a DC amendment or
review, NRC staff often questioned S-COLA, the NRC should consider providing
issues that were previously closed by the detailed guidance about closure of issues from
initial API000 DC and were not part of the initial DC or R-COLA and procedures for
the DC amendment request. Similar quickly resolving any questions about whether
issues could surface in the future, or not an issue is open for review.
e.g., during NRC staff's review of
subsequent COLAS (S-COLAs) after the
R-COLA has been issued.

3-8 Interpretation of what is needed to satisfy When an NRC reviewer first expresses
guidance or criteria for a particular issue concern about whether or not guidance or
(for both the NRC and industry) can often criteria are being satisfied, it is important for
be subjective and vary from one the reviewer and the applicant to quickly
individual to another. understand each others interpretation and

reach agreement on a mutually acceptable
path to resolution if possible or involve their
respective managements to reach resolution. It
may be helpful to have a uniform process in
place for raising (or appealing) issues to
management in a timely fashion.

3-9 In some cases, it was difficult to Before RAIs are formally transmitted to the
determine how the information requested applicant, it is important for both the NRC
by an RAI (or the level of detail in the reviewer and the applicant to understand
requested information) was needed to specifically what is be requested, the
demonstrate compliance with a regulatory requirement that is the basis for the
regulatory requirement. RAls from the request, and the level of detail that will be
NRC sometimes required clarification, needed to allow the reviewer to close the issue

to meet the regulatory requirement.

3-10 As preparation for construction at Vogtle The NRC will provide the appropriate priority
(R-COLA for the APt000 design) and work diligently with the applicant to
became more apparent, the NRC gave maintain the review schedule (without
appropriate priority to its resources and sacrificing the quality of its safety review) when
focused on holding to the schedule for there is a construction project for which the
closure of the DC amendment review, start depends upon completion of the review.
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Number Insights Lessons Learned

3-11 During the AP1000 DC amendment There should be an effort to develop uniform
review, Westinghouse attempted to close guidance on the level of detail needed to close
out the piping DAC that was in the initial out DACs in order to maximize closures during
DC. Although a substantial amount of the DC review and/or COL review.
piping-related DF work was accelerated,
the level of detail was not sufficient to
meet the individual reviewer's
expectations. DAC closure post-COL
increases the risk of regulatory delay
during construction.

3-12 In some areas of the DCD, the NRC has There should be an effort to develop uniform
increased the level of detail to be guidance on the level of detail that should be
included in Tier 2* (which would require included in Tier 2*, as well as the process for
NRC review if later revised). This will making 50.59-like evaluations post-COL.
reduce the licensee's flexibility in making
design changes during construction
without first obtaining NRC review and
approval. This increases the risk of
regulatory delay during construction

3-13 Although the NRC revised 10 CFR 52 to It would be helpful if NRC guidelines were
provide for amendment of a DC, there is established for submittal and review of an
no clear guidance for the review process. application to amend a DC, recognizing that
Westinghouse included many changes the size and complexity of amendment
throughout the DCD. It was difficult for requests could vary substantially.
Westinghouse to establish the
boundaries of the review with the NRC
staff.

3-14 After the NRC substantially increased the Project planning should recognize and account
size of its staff to support new plant for a significant up-front effort to familiarize
reviews, Westinghouse devoted a NRC reviewers with the advanced features of a
significant amount of effort to briefing new technology, including the impacts that the
NRC staff on the advanced passive advanced features have upon the more
technology in the APIO00 design, since conventional parts of the plant.
the new reviewers had not been involved
in prior reviews of the AP600 or AP1000
design.
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Lessons Learned Related to Design Finalization (Section 4)

Number Insights Lessons Learned

4-1 Utilities requested a higher level of The engineering budget for standard design
standardization than was envisioned should be sufficient to cover a higher level of
during the ALWR program standardization.
(e.g., specifying identical control rooms
among multiple utilities and routing of
small-bore piping during DF instead of
field-run piping).

4-2 Obtaining firm commitments for schedule, Engineering schedule and budget planning
pricing, and contractual terms with should reflect the extensive amount of detailed
equipment suppliers required highly information needed to support specifications
detailed specifications from the reactor for manufacturing and procurement.
vendor, which required a high level of
design detail for systems and structures
in which the equipment would be located.

4-3 Feedback from equipment suppliers Engineering schedule and budget planning
sometimes resulted in the need to modify should allow for extensive interactions with
the standard design. equipment suppliers that might affect the

standard design.

4-4 At the latter stages of the NRC review, it To the extent feasible, the schedule and
became necessary to freeze the standard budget for DF should be front-end loaded to
design so as to minimize changes to the minimize any design changes during the latter
DCD that would require further NRC stages of the NRC review. In addition,
review, recognize that some design changes may be

necessary during the latter stages of the NRC
review and may have to be addressed by the
COLA applicant or foregone entirely.

4-5 U.S. utilities needed to initiate training The engineering schedule and budget should
programs for operators for new plant allow for supply of the control room simulator
design several years earlier than for the first plants of a standard design several
originally anticipated. This required years ahead of plant completion. Plant model
acceleration of efforts to develop the software needed to run the simulator will
control room design and development of accelerate the need for detailed plant design
a plant simulator. parameters in the engineering schedule and

budget.

4-6 Significant engineering resources over a Careful planning and strong oversight of all
period of several years were required to design work performed by outside
complete the API000 DF. These organizations or individuals are critical to
resource requirements were beyond successful and efficient execution.
those available within the company's
sustainable new plant design
organization. The use of subcontractors
and other temporary engineering
resources was essential to completing
the design on this schedule.
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Lessons Learned Related to Plant Cost Estimates (Section 5)

Number Insights Lessons Learned

5-1 Earlier plant cost estimates were Early plant cost estimates need to consider
significantly impacted by the contractual potential future EPC contractual terms and risk
terms and risk allocations that resulted allocations as uncertainty factors.
from EPC contract negotiations.

5-2 Significant increases from the early plant Government and industry should consider a
cost estimates for the standard design program that could be carried out to identify
until the implementation of EPC contracts potential nth-of-a-kind plant cost reductions for
for the first deployment projects created a standard design and to identify additional
concern about competitiveness of plant steps that could be taken to further improve
pricing for future deployment projects. competitiveness of future deployment projects.
This has been exacerbated by the current
economic slump and decline in natural
gas prices. As explained in the EPRI
TAG, cost estimates for any technology
can be expected to vary over time as the
project proceeds from early development
(with incomplete details) until the first
units are deployed. Cost estimates can
then be expected to decline until the nth-
of-a-kind unit has been deployed.
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Lessons Learned Related to Project Management (Section 6)

Number Insights Lessons Learned

6-1 Dependence on the annual Utility and reactor vendor participants in a DOE
appropriations process meant that DOE cost-shared project must be prepared to
funding to support the DC and DF project provide industry funding when needed (and
budget and schedule did not always align inventory the DOE cost-share at the industry's
properly, especially when revisions to the own risk) to maintain overall schedule and
project budget and schedule were budget, especially when the design is
necessary. This is particularly significant undergoing NRC review. DOE and industry
because support of the NRC review budget planning must be flexible in order to
cannot easily be adjusted to match the adapt to revisions in the project's budget and
appropriations process without impacting schedule that will likely occur.
overall project costs and schedule.

6-2 Thousands of unique design and The development of a resource-loaded
licensing activities are required to schedule and implementation of an EVMS from
achieve DC and DF. These activities the onset of the DC and DF projects is critical
involve numerous complex interfaces that to successful execution. These project
must be scheduled, budgeted, and management tools were essential to
integrated, developing the project-specific procurement

and construction schedules for the EPC
contracts.

Figure 23. Pouring of First Concrete at Sanmen Unit 1, March 2009
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The non-concnrence rldsto duity hinregin- lie shield bslhg under ou--pla.
sheer lai g In accordance wih agency poky, maiage has re1-ed ft no-
concaumancemd conckided liW l1w AFSW did net requie revision to aid , ss issues rashed hin
the nnc, and ageed tweslie aff bses for demning A ht O he APO dieid
b _cri met regsoy requkemers. A prop ea•y version t #he documenetaion associatd
wil le s'ield buiing non-cunmmice and In mwmagement re•m is avable under
ADAMS Accession No. NI_13I20207. A rededed version f 3docW fthn sla ff
non-concom•re is avalable, "Redecled Version of Dissaerig View on AP1IjO Shield Building
Solely Evakdon Rqeot WE, Rmpect t o Accephmice of mA 1 Sbuclur Module to be
Used for e C~*vkd Shield &Aubig War (ADAMS Accession No. UL1033706M ) The
agency response toihe senlg view refes tolie ts nd concuiflos sunmkrzed
above, in parlicular, the regions of 3w SC wal witi higher out-of-plane shear oeds, where
yik**V of the SC wal would be expected bo kiiafie wider seanim' loads in excess of to
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deign4ais loade we Ihme appicut dekled the SC moduleswu more dosely spaced
o-baer to provide oua f-ptm slew ducly. The agency resonue In Uie dewing view

coanfees b suport te cncusains odgnsly wbckfded in ie AFSBR.

imig th ACRS Ir m I'mn , Pmeig hid an Decembe 2-4, 2MrI. ie doVPrmeP bei
silWid buldV despn sel* evsion mad toe nan-contamms discussed. The ACMaguud win lie •Jr egt evmi, n poson colle shield bflig deign mid concluded
Ohut the pmposed chowg. i lie APIOCO mnumnuent m bdi lte rotbless of ho cetned
deign mid fittrim a ressondi ussrmce El lhe revised design cm be b mid operaled
vma suue risk to the heoli mnd safely dMre pAtio.

h • &Lquwjw d and' Coikios No-O nces

Subiseqietis the cqmllenm of be doff inhaionamdh the ACRS in Novendrer mnd
Decem er 2010, tom non-concuamn we 1ed on Me sW eview associed vMits w in
aspeCd •f dgW Iskiffimm lan mid coubd$l TheM nKl-cmouraemne sme umsed in
spedie dete bakw.

In Revision 18% peso oume removs an Ins h ieon. Tesnig. Anshysis and
Accopeln Crie on (ITAAC) forhe m declion mid Saety Mokwfi Smyta (Pr ), M whic a
the priwy V obec on siern for te APIOOL. Weselinghot edded a PUS fTAAC el Id to
lie ComponmI Ihce Modide (all) Ic2-- deft lpAwi m lt ~e •d The C is
put &ie PUS; hmewmr, bi design seap*u phome nw t €conglded for be CU at It
m' o e mumidmentm view. Therebe, fe design rdmen pase di re new aM

ITAAC is considered Ib be a DAC.

In addon to modilcilos Is tole PMS, Wes*lime p removal &m ITAAC
aOsKdmd wth too Divere Achmakn Symem (AS) The DAS pmxafe be mictrdkd
bmniort gmsc srmn •igd U Kmd=s trreA' NO, as•well m t as INe bImdrup eng•ieered
satlfey u ackadan tmdo•uw i a sohm conuiw'-cmu•e4 1*, lie PU.

Two non-conmcm ucemiwom Sled on It esl AFSE for Chopter 7 of Vo AP1ODO design
(ADAMS Package Accession No. M.103420563). The rkt non-WoWn nce, "nlaudiet
Diweusly and 'Pro1,Pice hli te u•le a eImn Process for APIVM butumrnido and
Conbb Syd•emr." hivved concerns idened N dti gll, 11ud0, 1 qoUpY asmmice mm d
diverly wf ie deveioper of tie CUl ean DAS, l•hii i a WVdnlm~mj e sUb-Ampie. The
pmupdebay docamentbon mamocmld mvht Of not-concufence nmd toe oanagerent review is
availea under ADAMS Accession No. I1.1 03510336e mnd a pUtic vuion dof ir

n,-on•rumice pakage is * avde nwder ADAMS Accession No. MdL10362W05. Since tie
s:uls oncmmes -m reIll is Ie iplm•PIdon of ie dign, a vendw initpanlio dbe
conducted is la-t on tique y amma mid deign "I'lenlio concemns h e
eamy ptdfm211. Sibeequey, Oft nonomeuncewis huflam based on Ihe s.W's
pas Iconduc tMe vendor ispection.

The second non-connamonce krole adequm relf mid demorukidionpofamu Som
the DAS, mlidc uses two4utk vng ogc. A silefeue or one m~rimnce coul
preve• •i DAS frm perkmnring s ftraiclar The DAS luncnswee dmnm ied by using a
tcmued pbebifc rsas8ssmmsit sudy m pposed i tie detekmkic, bedet-adnt
anmlysis reonuended hin guidance i Smandmd Review Plan SIP 7-19, Gtidmice for
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Evalumbon of Divemity mad Dek -ns-.b.De Iii hi Ogial Cornpulr-Based hIsh i ono and
Contrl Svs"xn and toe S1M daed July 21,1993, an SECY-,3.087,-- Pky, Technical, and
UL -in g sues Pertaig I Evokionmy and Advanced Ligt.t. r Reac•or (ALWR)
Deigns." Bolh design pec repmiou*appvedinitiecemIddesign. iaccordece
wit agency pac. rn, m gement has reviewed toe non4mnmunce mid concuded that ge
AFSER did not rxke reviwon bi addmess isses aised m te no•-conounce md aeed
wilt lme nei b forn.. lrmig t leeAP10O ODAS met mgulmiy uqmumem L The

In does not Idenfl a bomb for, or esience of, aety wicea 1 isImd wilth
the methods used in ane i eiher ale DAS or tie Um , amd audomis creited in tihe
safety anayIn• the &C syouL Ftw,.er, a bedt-esbfi malysis s have Ved sae
addiiona supomt r tie cinckmons i toe seety evluaton;meer, trn exisbng tehnical
docuneni miA,'d by tie mg~i and reudemed by the af meet lie appicable ,guory
requreneb and dem- in' ie sasfty of the i gW I&sysm. A propideryvesiono ali
documet associated wlN is n mOd lN e onmigjeme ew in avalbe
under ADAMS Accesson No. ML103620334. A redacted, pubc veusion i avmlable under
ADAMS Accession No. ML10363048&

C&Mphnc mwfh fie Ahwuft knpad Asmmsaie (AM) RL6

As penhOd under the AIA rle, 10 CFR 50-150, Wealiname reqsd changes In tie
APIOOO DCD h, addmess le mq*menh allhe ALA ode. In addion, Oniemdhing inkcldes
proposed diiges hi ihe APIODO rlde language in Sedion X of 10 CFR Part 52 Apendix D.
Them p p9med da nges i Setdion X ilect aie MA coI gi and depemb• pmcess, mad tle
AlA odre's aukneephig miqup imm, naohd W i ie Sit e~ment of
Consideraons for the MA rule (74 FR 28112; June 12 2009. pago 28121. sermd and Ithid
cab,,.).

in lie AFSER, the si finds hat Westinhuse has perfanned an AIA that i nsamsnaby
fomuadted to kIeify design bablues mid lidlani cqlbies hI show, mwih reduced use of
operator acton, Mal the acceptance aleda ir 10 CFR 50.150(aXl) me met.

The sW condcted an impection of Wbaelouss LA perkxmed in aqport of its proposed
amaendcmmt tue APIODO cemed design an September 27-0ob 1, 2D10. As a remi, an
Oclber 28.2010. tie stmff ed a Seve'ty Lev lV Noc d VIoon (NV) h
Weslirh e ufr ieg hi use m ,siic ansyses ar ce•ei aspecls of MA and hr not fly
iWaiing and hianp araig hD tie deign liose deign. feaes and fudciona capabtes
ceditd -Wlt lhe exception & thi s kissu es"P in tie NOV. lhe slf concluded lha the
Westnghouse AMA wr the AUoG certied design mate tie appicsie requirements a
10 CFR 50.150.

We*4laus slmfnitd lb response to the NOV an Novam•er 12 ,2010 q"ely hI Nbke of
ViolaIon Cie di NRC I Rqxxt No: 0520(00061210-2-3 dated Ockber2 2010"
(ADAMS Accession No. IL103210409). On November 23,2010, the staf reied to
West•ousiaue lha to staff Ikud Westinghouse's letr atcep i to ad1esm mthe bI Age
descred in the NOV. Wesbiniouse Be dir Company Response to US.- Nudea Regxuby
Comnsaon (OC) Inspection Repot 05200W0610-2031 md Notice of Violion (ADAMS
Access• No. ML103260447). The NRC &aW has no ouanmg issues ham lIe Inspection of
the Westngouse MA.
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On November 19, 2010, Wesnighoue britfe the ACRS n lh detds tfb esessme md
an December 16,2010, Mhe Offr I led gi ACRS onb emview and hqpeln The ACRS
plum lo bma a sepmaer ler on ihe AIA olioukug thirnuuy 2011U 1connlbe mee V.

CWWcnrpn rwh BmcMltRule and RnP ,dmyvimwm of 10 (FR 52 63(s)(1)

The •lsr demined that le chng. piuposd by finghune. wth he xceplona te
hnges nece.auy to cnmi* vi toe ALA moe, meet lIe cabd in 10 CFR 5263(aXI) ibr, PIag cuigesto a DCR. The now piuviions of 10 CFR .LISO o n I the nmilukmenas of

the AIA rod. Table I aft Ith lie 10 CFR 52.6(aXl) aih, -aplcbd tD 1 igs b Imt
dagels These c1 1a applyto slxhlw DCRSrt~ rd uwld 10 CFR 52.5, 1a on
Cuco•n," or 10 CFR 52.61, wio of Ie -wa The fliuiy pnvdon. of 10 CFR 5263
bitlieCcovrimdon'sab~y o momfy. esetod orkblycete ow qukemerb ontle Cercl-alo
'inmali to cases indh lie Cammimmion dehoMes lft a chmige isnecessay. The

udlosed FRNe ater desaftes li at dunges gpsed to 1e AP eOO dogn le
bars ss tie wNRCs 2t each chmrge met ane lie I*afty crak in
10 CFR 52-63(aX1).
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Table I. Sinilicant CNg. to the APIF O Design

Descrption of Change SER DRiscsion Ftodty Crdmio Salsied
Sedion

Remova of Hurmon Facto. 18.7.6,18.5.9, 182.8. 10 CFR 52.63(aXl Xlv)
Englneedng DAC hrom DCD and 18.11 (detailed desig

9 -_ itruom "C)
Chengs to Instr'mntalon and 7.2.23.14,7.25,7.7, 10 CFR 52.63(BXiIXlv)
Cor" DAC and Inspecftv 7.8.2 7.92, and 7.93
Tesl, Anses. mwd Accpance
Cdleft

Nnimbabon of Contmw lkon 12.2 1O CFR S2.63(aXl (vi)
(cnriibul lo inictased

Exlimiw at Seinmic Spedta to 3.7, 252. and 2.5.4 I0 CFR 52.63(aXIXvi)
Sol Sbe mad Changes to Sbbfy
mad Unkiudly ofSubxrbce
Maleah mad Famdkm

L..on-Tn Coin 6.2.1.8 IOCFRM2.. 1Mjvi
Ca" morn Emegency 6.4 10 CFR 52.63(aXIXviN)

*oalm &A" Swe _ _ _ _

gS20 o hdUPMea and 7.1, 7.3. 7.9 10 CIR 52.63(aXl)(vIi)

Chagelow~saw CreCh~w3. 10 CFR 57-63(a)(Xl vf~gt §ItM-Gas Inbudon

SFacts- Use R- 5.23 and 12.4.23 10 CFR 52.63(aXl (vi)
UWe QiddOC Meheia__
Remclor mi Pump i: n 5.4.1 10 CFR R2Ra )
Reactor Pnmum Veuae Stpwpot Chaplar 23.R I1 CFR 52_63(aXlXvi)

Spot Fud Pod Decay Heat 9.22 10 CFR 52.63(aXl)(vi)
Anmiwis mad Anod Dein

Spent Fuel R* Design ad9.1.2 10 CFR 52.63(aX1Xvi)

h rasped to lie dmagem necesary to comply with Ie AA uie, 10 CFR O.)15(aX3XvXB)
of toe MA nie reqsrunent alam eaih of ft four a dt DCOCRs to be a .ed Io addrme
Pm ln m a wb lte ALA roi, but reqsiee that the DCR com p he toA Aome no maer tin
iusu'nce of Ie remeed ICR. Inomudch as these snel w e ds a- wenuisftt WI' ft Ie
illity provmions of 10 CFR 52A3aXl) and pwugul VIIA. amd VIIB of l#e low unmt
DCR., tie NRC ladmefively exue the AMA nioe, applied to each o uf tow cwrrn
DCRs, lomr the issue finality pwovlhio in 10 CFR Pat 52 (74 FR 28112; ,aAm 12, 2009, page
28144, lst couium). Acaxdi*, the Commission may approve tie chnges Io lhe AP1000
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needed hi comywih tMAniewihoulroompyumuhlnn of ie baddn rie.1 0 CFR
50.109, orts g'm1 l mly provisiok In 10 CMR 52.63.

Accs ID Saftuwds kZ*mm (SGW aWn Sw3u, Unts~ N A'-Sdgmft
hmmNtsn (SLWS1 (hidg Fkwf ei~ b*Nmm ("PQ)

As discmed n SECY-10.0142 died Ockbe 27. 2010, umdr ADAMS Accesion No.
It 102030495. m txme npxasbed ftnmeD tn Advacd Bng-WiftrResdr (ASWR)
oCR to add p- mpne m t. MA Aiek, fe stis prxpa*, to reise pu gr I Eat

Seclon VI, -le Reoakion," ofaAppewmIx 0 10 CFR Pat 52, ulidch dse Is tio predum
t#Wo Ida'ded "I S*III lie pI'llu, m mus dl W I acceso hld Pt aid St WS
ANPlOG dein i fmaest and p pwklpt in pueedhgnp tg hiwvoe lames a1 d mW gI - I
tu rebunce tueAP0 deign. The saffis p hi mplce ihe amfunumant in
p;u graph E %ih a 111mt Ih tie NMC vm specfy at an 1 ; , , ; tlireI fte pucecum
MUi I auded puons pe ist m id to reili SGI or SUNSI (ideubig Pi)k for fut a or
pw,, ng &% I e heahf n m*uid by 10 CMR s2s, "Admkdt reiew of lw pIaaolW
hemisg," ehea Palg povded by 10 CFR 52.103, Operamn under camied aieme, -
anylWrp mcmmdg illd '1 ApemuA x D hilO CFR Pat 52 inwrdi bn d pemams hlw
a drWIt rquestw ams=rdkmy Peuhig. 1ara CL cdo mh tue APO
aeI I ,, ftupnxedassgwoutlgacces o SLN4SI da tR) aidSG hwtwPIUD
ma I nen-P 'E be PIuld by ft. Cumnmans% acces 4"dmur lhed m pt W te Hake
f Order, Heahng, a&d OppmIntf Peila ft Leme fi iniwerne for tma COL..

R~hwmkft Poceia

The lida de11 i e uilmmi ane11n1miIis be. g anduicd in accunce m mmi te-lm .quuembed hin wS~ B, "Shdaod Delgn p"Cukons at 10 CFR Part 52
a1d CM CFR Pat 1s, dEnvbm for POmdom ReUonsfr Raw ed Ucamof mOd

Ri ad ReIup.Ay Fk"uidam The nimvakdig p~age hindfdes t Me ofg at pmuiaie
ndmug and fte NtCs drnt e*uauda ae1 1 1afor ftiw pndIelt to te APM000
deign, hi einon, ie FRNI prokies a 75-=ciWidwy perod o oaneont hmoe
docvuwimn u l tue APN=10DMCO, -lide wmidbeM h;uWe by al hipm tu
OCR. The [OM Is avade oan lm NRC's putlc Web -f at I D-Mmwwnr-

Th'"O sopase mIle mu iA fo desuleNoe
pucess by slidd a owrnufer ati puok couM mrequied ad am ce 1, SUNS, aor hi- mevaWbiIgi cuwnet-n I proposed fni. IThi proce aid toe m m e•p forls
n;p 1o1il smi -coniit "u te ft s pmpop hi tf Coe sio m in ft drdt pmqoped m tar
amenumkeuii tet AMR in SECY-10-0142.

RESOUMES:

The Ofte of Ne Road= (NRO) tm budgeled 0.7 i-tne equdvdam (FME) to omme Oth
nludnaig in t. lcId yew (FY) 2D11 Pmddaft budget TheOfIce atli. Gnmtd Counme
(OGC), om d AfkkbiMan, aid Ofce oakt h d onm m e (01S) how bukded
01 FTE each in FY 201 Ilfr ts. nlenihg.
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NRO tie mquesW d 0.1 FTE in the FY 2012 budget reqmut Resouaes for aie officre. in
FY 2012 aid beyond. N necesmy, will be resbd Ihtough the plnwn*i budget, and
p -rtwnc m -mgm• pocess
IWECD111611MA•TIAONS-

That Ohe Commission:

(1) Approve he poposed manendment io 10 CFR Pot 52 for pbicaon in Ihe Federal
Regfdwr.

(2) In oeri to iaf reqL*meft oi te Regdlaory Flexyf Act of 1900, as aenided
(5 U.s.C. S 605(b)), cmf VWt 96 . de, Ipnxnuigbd, ml not hew a negalve
economic ivact m ania sutalaiauml do small miles.

(3) Deternfie Ut

(a) The prpoed Ft& does not cormnhib 'mand as dalned in tie baddi nie
(10 CFR 50.109, Bmddluing

(b) Compiance wditih ie v=ne finy pn=umior of 10 CFR S-63 with rasped In
cljnges necmmay to couply ui the AIA b ire adtimestd ir the AIA niemnuldg,
when ti Comn-,sii dm" fisalvd en d the AJA oe em the rmu iy
pmtovmc i 10 CFR Prt 52; and
(c) The Wee " n "ou eed dinges tote APl40W design meet le mae Inrlily

pnrOsions of 10 CFR 52.63.

(4) Note tw towing:

(a) The NRC ml publish the proposed Nd. (Endosure 1) in he FedmrrRegisferfar a
75-calendwr day commet pedod.

(b) The satifes pearlmed an envwimnwid ases that rsmuled in a imnding of
no 1 igicmt -impad and eviduied sevem accidlit mtgdH design Alemwes for to
proposed• adme• (Enclosue 2).

(c) Tils opomed ride wduknmend -Onrmumn coledan reqpwenvx that me subed
to Me Papeqw Redoclon Ad iof 195(44 US-C. §53 I et seq.) These ki tonnd
coledikon rneqhmerf must be amuiied fa the Off= ofIagemeit mid udgat
(OW) for appuv o, or iuiecrly re, rth d ae of putca 11 he proposedniel
hinth~ed Fdegalsr. OMW. appreva may himptIta dtheatiedde for #ke ndemalng 9
It i not received beore'die n Cnsf deciion o the aidNde.

(d) The staff wvI irrm the Chie Counisel for Advc a f dtho Smel Bumhe
Adminisbon of lie cedilcallon on the economic impsiaon mel erilies and tle
reasons forl# as ,requd by the Regulskmy FlexblyAdof 1980 (Seclion )O of
Enclosure 1).
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(e) The appgm'p Congreuuionml conmitos wEl be ihdolned.

(f) The Of5ce of Pubic Affas wgi Issue a pres. ralee.

(g) The "tel wE ume a conumudcEon plan #aW iclidies taquaniy asked queeioh an
lie OCR prceso mand ihe ue ofa DCR hi rie nced COL vpplcsone - wde
quesdons pumd -- apeccylfr mnendn oirto lhe APIGO0 WemIn demoh.

CO TRIN ON:

OGC has reviewed is paper and hue no legsl objedi1n ssgject to OGCs review of the
expected ACRS hleanr n pwui iqp a mIad ioe rmspome to lb Itle r. The OCee of le
Ctdoeffwcil Oicerd does not need lo revies ill paper beca. emsaurces do not exceed
1 FTIE in may sel yr. OIS hem revieed VMc foper ' rrinf1n oln todwiolog and

--,nmion a -agen-,-i I-,ef,,n and concun ei It

The sdir premented lie Mdmaced SR frltie k s =mnenidntwcie 0APIO0 dmaign
ceacalo to lie ACRS on DecemberZ 2210. In a lelarto aie Chakma dred December 13,
2910 (ADAMS Accession No. L.03410351), lIe ACRS hed flt Ine WemliVio
appledon to mnend ihe APIO00 OCR and lie slty S2M am a1 elbple. Addiondly, in a
ler lo fte Chrman ded December 2,2010 (ADAMS Accession No. UL103410348). leo
ACRS doled IMt Oae mu kw reqdrmiensu for WVIownm c for deibagsis acddensi
how been adequl* mnt ande isu is dlosedf or I ig Thev lrW v "ovide
an i ftnuwdo copy cie encosed anRN to lie ACRS Om pu*icaln.

IRA by MUtf J. Vkgro fed

Rt W. Borehw&a
Exeesilve ODkcor
foroperawns,

1. Federal Regiser Notice
2- EnvOnuanmntol Assesernant
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